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A finite element computer program (TAP 1) for steady-state thermal


analysis of convectively cooled structures is presented. The program has


a finite element library of six elements: two conduction/convection


elements to model heat transfer in a solid, two convection elements to model


heat transfer in a fluid, and two integrated conduction/convection elements


to represent combined heat transfer in tubular and plate/fin fluid


passages. Nonlinear thermal analysis due to temperature dependent thermal


parameters is performed using the Newton-Raphson iteration method. Program


output includes nodal temperatures and element heat fluxes. Pressure drops


in fluid passages may be computed as an option. A companion plotting program


(TAPPLT) for displaying the finite element model and predicted temperature
 
















TAP 1 (Thermal Analysis Program) was written in the course of


research aimed toward the development of finite element methodology


for the thermal analysis of convectively cooled structures. The finite


element methodology and applications to several convectively cooled


structures are presented in reference 1.


The main body of this report presents: (1) the salient features of the


finite element theory, (2)the computer program organization, (3)the finite


element library, (4)the nonlinear solution algorithm, and (5)a companion


computer graphics program TAPPLT. General directions for use of the programs


are presented in Appendices A-C. Program input data and output are illus­

trated with sample problems in Appendix D.


FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATION 
Thermal analysis of convectively cooled structures includes coupled


conduction and convective heat transfer in a region consisting of a solid


structure and a moving fluid. The problem may be mathematically formulated


in terms of the energy equations of the solid and fluid assuming incompressible


flow (ref. 2). For steady-state heat transfer, neglecting viscous energy


dissipation in the fluid, the temperature T (x,y, z) satisfies:


V • VT) 0 (1) 
for the solid region and


pC V VT V • (- VT) = 0 (2)








the solid and fluid, respectively; p is the fluid mass density; and Cp


is the fluid specific heat. The thermal properties of the solid KJQ) and 
fluid 4 and Cp) are temperature dependent. The velocity vector V


(eq. 2) specifies the fluid motion as a function of the spatial coordinates


and, in general, is unknown. Equations (1)and (2)must be solved subject


to specified boundary conditions on the external surfaces of the region


and appropriate continuity conditions at the solid/fluid interface.


In the most general approach to thermal analysis of convectively
 

cooled structures the steady-state velocity distribution of the fluid must


first be determined by solving the momentum and continuity equations of


fluid flow. With the fluid velocity distribution known, equations (1)and








In TAP 1 a simplified finite element solution procedure is employed


using a number of assumptions customarily used in practical heat transfer


analysis (ref. 1). The thrust of the assumptions is the elimination of


the computation of the fluid velocity distribution.


The solid region of the convectively cooled structure is represented


by standard conduction/convection elements. Two conduction/convection


elements, a rod and a quadrilateral, are available in the program. The


fluid region of a convectively cooled structure is modeled by elements


which represent convective heat transfer in the coolant passages. Basic


convective finite elements were developed for the fluid to represent each


of the terms in equation (2). The first term is represented by a mass


transport convection element, and the second term is represented by


surface convection elements with unknown fluid temperatures. Special


integrated conduction/convection finite elements were also developed: (1)a


tube/fluid element, and (2) a plate-fin/fluid element. The basic convection
 

elements and the integrated conduction/convection elements may be combined


with the standard conduction elements for analysis of a variety of convectively








The organization of TAP 1 is based on the SAP family of structural


analysis programs (refs. 3, 4). A flow chart of the TAP I main program is


presented in figure 1. The main program consists of eight subroutines which


are sequentially called in a normal program execution. These subroutines
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Figure 1. Flow chart of program TAP 1.


process input data, generate plot files, assemble and solve the equations,
 

print nodal temperatures, and perform heat flux calculations. Dynamic


storage allocation is used to store all input data and large arrays in a


blank common designated in the main program as A. At execution, the amount
 

of blank common storage available is calculated in the main program from


the JOB card field length. The amount of blank common is the only restriction


on the amount of input data, i.e., there are no other limitations on number








The thermal system is described by a set of nodal points with unknown


temperatures. A nodal point is described by a data card containing the


node number, a boundary condition code (zero or one), the nodal coordinates,


a generation parameter, and a specified nodal temperature if required.


Nodal points which may be entered in rectangular Cartesian coordinates


(x, y, z) or cylindrical coordinates (R,Y, 0). Input data for regular


nodal patterns may be reduced by utilization of a nodal generation


capability based on linear interpolation. All nodal point data are


retained in core during the assembly of the element conductance matrices.








A boundary condition code of zero indicates an unknown nodal temperature.
 

A boundary condition code of one indicates a specified nodal temperature


which will be held constant during the solution. Heat loads and convective








Elements are entered into the program in groups which consist of a


number of sequentially numbered elements of the same type. There may be


more than one group of the same element type. Data generation schemes are








The input data for all elements follows the same general scheme­

(1)a control card for each element group, (2) a set of thermal parameter


cards, and (3) a set of element cards. For a linear analysis thermal


parameters are entered as constants; for a nonlinear analysis table
 

numbers are entered. Each element may have different thermal parameters.


Element conductance matrices, heat load vectors and heat flux matrices


are computed as the element data cards are read. These matrices are stored


sequentially on files for later use in assembly of the system equations and


in heat flux computations. For elements with more than one thermal parameter,


the element conductance matrices are resolved into components, one for each


thermal parameter. For a linear analysis the conductance matrices are formed
 

for the thermal parameters entered; for a nonlinear analysis the conductance


matrices are formed initially for unit thermal parameters. Element








As element data are processed the system bandwidth is computed.


Bandwidth is defined herein as the maximum difference between two connected


node numbers plus one to account for the diagonal. The bandwidth is used


later in the program to determine storage requirements for the system


conductance matrix. For optimum program storage requirements and execution


times the bandwidth should be a minimum. Bandwidth is determined by the


user's nodal numbering scheme (see ref. 5).


After all element data have been processed, the nodal coordinates are


no longer needed, and the corresponding core storage area is used for other


variables. The nodal boundary conditions are, however, retained in core


since they are required later in the solution process.


- Thermal Parameter Tables (TABLES) 
For a nonlinear analysis thermal parameter tables are required. The


input data consists of a control card for each table and a set of cards


containing temperature and thermal parameter data points. The thermal


parameter data are retained in core during the balance of the solution


process. Ordinarily, the amount of core storage required for the tables


is small in comparison to storage required for the system matrices. In the
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Assembly of System Matrices (ADDSTF)


The system conductance matrix and heat load vector are formed in


blocks as shown in figure 2. Because of mass transport convection and the


Newton-Raphson iteration process, the system conductance matrix may, in


general, be asymmetrical. Hence, advantage of matrix symmetry could not


be taken as in structural analysis. The number of equations in a block


depends on the amount of blank common storage available and is computed


in the program from the equation:






NEQB - number of equations in a block; 
TOT - amount of blank common storage;


NUMNP - number of nodal points; 
NUMTB - number of tables;


NENT - number of table entries;


MBAND - bandwidth of conductance matrix.


With the number of equations per block known, the thermal conductance matrix


and heat load vector are assembled two blocks at a time by direct addition
 

of the element matrices. During a nonlinear analysis the Newton-Raphson


correction to the element matrices is performed as part of the assembly


operation. In the assembly operation it is necessary to pass through the


element matrices which are stored on a file. In order to minimize file


reading (ref. 4), element matrices which pertain to the next several blocks


are written on another file. This method, for large problems, significantly









X X X X ZEROS X X X X X X 
X0 X 0 NEQB 0 OX X BLOCK I 0 
XX XO X 0 XXXOX 0


XXX X 0 XxXOX 0


XxX X XxXOX X


0 X X 0O NUMNP X ' 0 X X 0 X X 
X X X X 0 0 X Xi X X 0 BLOCK 2 a 
O 0 0X XOO 0O XX O 




xxx x X.KO BLOCK 3


XX X 0 X X 0 




(a) Actual System Matrices. (b) Block Storage of System Matrices.






In a linear analysis the equation blocks are assembled only once; in a











In finite element thermal analysis with TAP 1 the only nodal boundary


conditions required are specified temperatures (i.e., temperature


gradients can not be specified). Specified nodal temperature data are


entered into the program with the nodal input data. Heat fluxes and


convective boundary conditions are entered with the element data and are


incorporated by the program into the system heat load vector. For a


boundary with zero heat flux, no boundary condition need to specified; the








The program handles the temperature boundary conditions using the method


described in reference 6. Basically, this method consists of modifying


the conductance matrix and heat load vector such that the size of the


matrices is unchanged. The advantage of this approach is the ease of


indexing the equations, i.e., the node numbers and equation numbers are


the same. A disadvantage is that extra equations are carried in the


solution process. For TAP 1 thermal analysis temperature is the only


degree of freedom per node, hence the penality is not very large since usually


only a small percentage of the equations have specified temperatures.
 

Solution for Temperatures (TAPSOL)


The general, banded, simultaneous equations are solved by Gauss


elmination. The subroutine is based upon the banded out-of-core symmetric


equation solver, BANSOL, presented in reference 7. Operations with zero


coefficients are skipped. Matrix data is transferred into core two blocks


at a time. If a sufficient amount of blank common is available to store the


equations in two blocks or less, an in-core solution is performed. The


basic limitation on the equation sol 'er for a given field length is that


the number of equations in a block must be greater than the bandwidth.


Normally, this restriction poses no problem and may be overcome by
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increasing the field length or renumbering the nodes to reduce the


bandwidth. Block size is automatically determined at execution.


For some assemblies (e.g., in series) of mass transport convection


elements it is possible to obtain zero coefficients on the diagonal of the


conductance matrix. Dependent on the boundary conditions, such a problem


may cause the equation solver to stop with an error message to avoid a zero


divisor in the Gauss elimination process. This difficulty can normally


be overcome by renumbering the nodes so that a zero diagonal coefficient


is filled in during the elimination process. A zero diagonal coefficient








Heat Flux Calculations (FLUX)


After the nodal temperatures are computed, element heat fluxes are


calculated using element matrices previously stored on a file. Typical


element fluxes calculated include, e.g., for the quadrilateral conduction/


convection element, conduction heat flux components at the element centroid


and convection heat fluxes on the top and bottom surfaces and four edges.


In general, conduction heat flux components are positive in directions of








For the integrated thermal/fluid elements pressure drops are computed


as a user option in the heat flux computations. Pressure drop computations


include flow-friction and flow-acceleration effects (see ref. 8). Pressure


drops are computed for three user options: (1) constant density, (2)variable



















(a) Conduction/Convection (b) Conduction/Convection


Rod Element. Quadrilateral Element.









Ce) Tube/Fluid Element. 	 (f)Plate-fin/Fluid Element.








The rod element is based on the same assumptions as the NASTRAN rod


element (ref. 9). A linear temperature variation is assumed between nodes.


The element permits heat loading due to internal heat generation, prescribed


surface heat flux or surface convection. The convection heat transfer








The quadrilateral element is based upon an isoparametric formulation
 

similar to the approach described for structural elements in reference S.


The term isoparametric means the same interpolation functions define the
 

element shape and the element temperature distribution. The temperature






T Ln) N. T. (4)
I 1i=l 
 
where N are the interpolation functions,


N =1 (l - (I -n) 







l (1 + ) (1 + r)


N4 =1 1 1 TI-
and T1 are the nodal temperatures. The quantities , n denote the 
isoparametric coordinates for a unit square. The conductance matrices are


computed for the element by integration in the , n plane; in TAP 1


the conductance integrals are evaluated by the four-point Gauss quadrature






For rectangular elements, the conduction heat flux component q. varies


linearly with y , but it is independent of x ; similarly the component


qy varies linearly with x , but it is independent of y . Conduction


heat flux components are always calculated at the element centroid.


The quadrilateral element permits a laminated composite material.


Each lamina'is assumed to be orthotropic; input data for a lamina consist


of a conductivity tensor, a material axis angle and the lamina thickness.


An arbitrary number of lamina are permitted. For a nonlinear analysis the


lamina properties are assumed to have the same temperature variation, iLe.,


an element is characterized by a single conductivity-temperature table.


The element permits internal heat generation, prescribed edge or


surface heating, and convection heat transfer on all four edges and


the top and bottom surfaces. Convection coefficients and fluid medium








The mass transport element represents energy transport downstream due 
to fluid flow. The element represents the first term in equation (2)and 
is based on the following assumptions (ref. 1): (1) the thermal energy state 
of the fluid is characterized by the fluid bulk temperature which varies 
only in the flow direction, and (2)the fluid velocity is represented by a 
mean velocity V which varies only in the flow direction. The basic input 
data is the mass flow rate, m , and the fluid specific heat cp


The mass transport element has an indefinite, asymmetric conductance


matrix (see ref. 1). As previously discussed (see Solution for Temperatures),


some assemblies of mass transport elements may create zero diagonal terms in


the system conductance matrix.


The computation of the element conductance matrix does not depend on


the coordinates of the fluid nodes. Thus, fluid nodal coordinates are









Surface convection elements (aquadrilateral and a triangle) represent


the energy transfer between a coolant passage surface and the fluid. The


heat transfer is based upon a convection coefficient for the fluid and a


surface area of the passage. The surface area is computed as the product


of the distance between wall nodes and an area factor supplied as input data.
 







The tube/fluid element consists of fluid within a thin tube of constant


thickness and constant, arbitrary cross-section. The element has two


fluid nodes I and J and two tube nodes L and K . The fluid node


locations are arbitrary at a given flow section and are used only in plots.


The following heat transfer modes are represented in the element:


1. Axial conduction in the tube between nodes L and K ;


2. Convection between the internal tube surface and the enclosed


fluid (nodes L, K, and nodes I, J);


3. Mass transport convection due to fluid flow from I to J ; and


4. Heat transfer between the external tube surface and a surrounding


medium which is represented by specifying a heat flux or the medium temperature


and convective film coefficient.


The convection area between the internal tube surface and the enclosed


fluid is computed as the product of the distance between tube nodes and the


input tube perimeter. The external heating is assumed uniform around the


perimeter of the tube. The surface area for external heat transfer is


assumed equal to the internal convection area. The temperature and convection


coefficient of the surrounding medium may be different at each tube node.


As user options. (1) the fluid convection coefficient may be modified


for large temperature differences between the fluid and tube surface (ref. 8),


and (2) fluid pressure drops may be calculated (see Heat Flux Calculations).
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The plate-fin/fluid element consists of two walls (plates) connected
 

by an internal fin. For convenience a single plain fin is shown in figure


3; in practice other fin configurations (e.g.,,pin or offset fins) may be


represented by using an equivalent thickness and surface area for the single


fin. Fluid flows along both sides of the fins through an arbitrary flow


cross section (shown trapezoidal for convenience), which may vary linearly


along the element. The element has 6 nodes: two nodes to represent the


fluid bulk temperatures -(nodes N and K) and four wall/fin nodes


(I, J, L, and M). The fluid node locations are arbitrary at a given flow


section and are used only in plots. The following heat transfer modes are


represented in the element:


1. Two-dimensional conduction in the fin between the nodes I, J 
L , and M ; 
2. Convection between the fin surfaces (nodes I, J, L, and M) and


the fluid (nodes N and K);


3. Convection between the wall surfaces (top nodes M and L; bottom


nodes I and J) and the fluid (nodes N and K); and


4. Mass transport convection due to fluid flow from N to K


The fin is modeled as an isoparametric quadrilateral element with


surface convection to a fluid with unknown temperatures. Input data describing


the fin includes its effective thickness and an area factor for convection.


These quantities may be ad)usted as input to permit the plain fin to


represent other fin configurations.


Convection between the wall surfaces and fluid is based on areas


computed using input wall widths, the fin thickness, and internally


computed distances between wall nodes. The flow cross-sectional area may


vary due to a difference in passage height at the element entrance (Ito M)


and exit (J to L).


User options are available to. (1)modify the convective heat


transfer coefficient for large temperature differences between the fluid
 

and wall surfaces (ref. 8), (2)modify the fin convective heat transfer






temperature variation from the assumed linear profile, and (3) compute






The finite element formulation employed in TAP 1 leads to a set of


nonlinear algebraic equations of the form
 

[K (T)] T} = {Q1 (6) 
where [K (T)] denotes the temperature dependent system conductance matrix,


{T} denotes the unknown nodal temperature vector, and {Q} is the system


nodal head load vector. If thermal properties are not a function of temper­

ature, equation (6)reduces to a linear set of equations which may be solved
 

directly. If the thermal parameters are a function of temperature, the


Newton-Raphson iteration algorithm is used:


[J]n {TIn+Il = {RIn (7) 
{T}I = {TIn {AT n+Il (8) 
where [J]n denotes the system Jacobian matrix, and {RIn represents


nodal residual heat loads.


A key assumption employed in TAP I is that thermal parameters are 
constant within an element. This assumption permits the nonlinear algorithm 
to be based upon one initial computation of element conductance matrices 
for unit thermal parameters. If a particular element depends on more than 
one thermal parameter, the matrix is formed by summing component matrices, 
one for each thermal parameter, TP . Thus a typical conductance matrix 
is expressed as 
[K] = Z TPm1fm (9) 
m 
16 
where the summation includes all thermal parameters, TP , affecting the 
m

element, and [K]m denotes a typical unit conductance matrix. For a typical














and a thermal parameter is looked up in the table using linear interpolation.










= J =d(TP) N 
i T*ij Nd~ K z 
J.1) * 
+ 
4- -KI TZ(1 1)
 
N 
Ri = -TP* it . (12) 
The quantity d(TF)/dTarepresents the slope of the thermal parameter


curve. The formulations for the Jacobian matrix and residual load vector


have the following computational advantages: (1)the equations are


valid for all element types (i.e., rods, quadrilaterals, thermal/fluid


elements, etc.), (2)element matrices need to be computed only once, and


(3)the Jacobian and residual load vector have common operations.


The Jacobian matrices and residual load vectors are computed for each
 

element and assembled into system matrices at every iteration. The


computations are performed as a part of the assembly operations in the


subroutine ADDSTF called by the main program (see fig. 1).


TAP 1 automatically uses zero nodal temperatures to initiate the


nonlinear solution process. The iteration process is terminated when­

(1)a specified number of iterations has been performed, or (2) the


largest change in nodal temperature (expressed as a percentage) is less


than a specified value. For typical applications convergence has been
 

obtained in from one to three iterations (i.e., two to four analyses)









A companion program, TAPPLT, is used to plot the finite element model


and calculated temperature distributions. The program is based on


the oblique orthographic projection program described in reference 10.


The program includes options for plots of finite element models 
annotated with grid point or element numbers. Another option allows 
boundaries of an isolated portion of the model to be specified by cutting 
planes to permit detailed inspection of the selected region. Also, 
exploded views can be generated which separate the elements in a finite 
element model to detect the absence or presence of elements. Temperature 
surfaces, i.e., T = f (x, y) , can be plotted superimposed on the nodes 
of the model, or temperatures can be represented as vectors extending from 
the nodes. 
The program is limited to plotting elements with a maximum of four











A finite element computer program (TAP 1) for steady-state thermal


analysis of convectively cooled structures has been presented. The program


has a finite element library of six elements: two conduction/convection


elements to model heat transfer in a solid, two convection elements to model


heat transfer in a fluid, and two integrated conduction/convection elements


to represent combined heat transfer in tubular and plate/fin fluid passages.


Nonlinear thermal analysis due to temperature dependent thermal parameters


is performed using the Newton-Raphson iteration method. Program output


includes nodal temperatures and element heat fluxes. Pressure drops in


fluid passages may be computed as an option.


k companion plotting program (TAPPLT) for displaying the finite












Computer and System Requirements


TAP 1 and TAPPLT were written using standard FORTRAN IV and were


developed on the CDC computer system at LRC. TAP I is almost system


independent; only two system subroutines (JPARAMS and SIGN) are called.


TAPPLT is dependent on the LRC computer graphics software for VARIAN and


CALCOMP plots, but can be converted to other graphics systems (see reference








Dynamic storage allocation is used by both programs. In TAP 1 all


large arrays are stored in blank common designated as A; in TAPPLT large


arrays are stored in blank common designed ZZZ. TAP 1 computes the blank


common available from the job card field length and attempts to process


the input data and perform a solution. The program terminates execution


with an error message stating the additional storage required if insufficient


storage is available. TAPPLT prints the required blank storage required for


each execution; if insufficient storage is available, a system error message


will result. The field length for both programs is problem dependent; the








TAP 1 Field Length Requirements. An approximate formula for the
 







FL8 = 77,4008 - N8 (A-i) 
where N is the additional blank common required which depends on: (1)the






type with the maximum amount of material data, and (2) the storage constraint


imposed by the equation solver.








N10 = 5*NUMNP + M*NMAT (A-2)


where NUMNP is the number of nodal points and NMAT is the number of


materials to be used for an element. M depends on the number of material








Surface Convection 3 
Mass Transport 3 
Tube/Fluid 16 
Plate-fin/Fluid 16 
The second term in equation (A-2) is computed for each element group and the


maximum value is used.


For solution of the equations the minimum storage is determined by


the constraint that the number of equations in a block [see eq. (3)] be








N1 0 = 4*MBAND**2 + 2"NUMNP + 2*NUMTB + NENT (A-3)








For optimum execution times it is usually desirable to have an amount


of storage available larger than the minimum computed above (see Solution


for Temperatures). This guideline normally will insure that sufficient


storage is available to process the input data. It may be helpful to note
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that on the NOS a job card field length of 125,0008 will make available


a blank common area of 11 ,000 10 which is an adequate amount of storage for


most moderate size problems (say, less than 300 nodes).
 

TAPPLT Field Length Requirements. A conservative formula for the


required field length on the NOS is






TAP 1 uses 10 auxiliary storage files in a normal execution. The


auxiliary storage files are identified in the table below.








1 Element flux and pressure drop calculation data


2 Element conductance matrices
 

5 Temporary storage (TAPSOL)











7 Temporary storage (ADDSTF, TEINBC, TAPSOL)


8 Nodal data for plots


9 Thermal fluid modification data









INPUT DATA FOR TAP 1


General Setup of Input Deck


The general setup of a typical input data deck is shown schematically


in figure 4. A deck requires four basic data groups and a fifth optional


group of data as follows:


(1) 	 A single heading card containing any desired title information;








(3) A node input deck containing nodal coordinates, the boundary


condition code, and specified nodal temperatures,


(4) An element input deck containing element data organized by groups.


Each group consists of the following sequence of cards:


(a) 	 a control card containing control values and a heading to be


printed for the element group,


(b) 	 a set of material property cards,


(c) 	 a set of element cards; and


(5) 	 For a nonlinear analysis, the thermal parameter tables organized


as a set of cards for each table.
 

(a) 	 a control card containing control values and a heading to


be printed with the table, and
 

(b) 	 the data points in the thermal parameter table.


Several problems may be solved on one program execution by placing the problem











Data cards are described in detail in this section. Input data is






















 Input data sequence for TAP 1.


justified. The F format may be used to read real numbers expressed in an


E format; however, numbers in an E format must be right justified.
 

Any consistent set of units may be used. In the input data









I. HEADING CARD (12A6) 
notes columns variable entry 
(1) 1 - 72 HED(12) Enter the heading information to be printed 
with the output 
NOTES/ 




II. 	MASTER CONTROL CARD (715,FlO.O)


notes columns variable entry 





(2) 6 - 10 NELTYP 	 Number of element gxoups






(4) 	 16 - 20 NANA Analysis type











(5) 21 - 25 NDIAG 	 Flag for diagnostic printing








(6) 	 26 - 30 NPLOT Plot control code














(7) 	 51 - 35 NITER Maximum number of Newton-Raphson iterations 
(default .EQ.6) 




(1) 	 Nodes are labeled with integers ranging from "I" to the total 
number of nodes in the system, "NUMNP." 
(2) For each different element type (ROD, QUAD, etc.) a new element


group must be defined. Elements within groups are assigned


integer labels ranging from "I" to the total number of elements
 

in the group. Element groups are input in Section IV, below.


Element numbering must begin with one (1) in each different








(3) For a nonlinear thermal analysis, parameters are defined by thermal


parameter tables. Thus for a nonlinear analysis (NANA .EQ.2) the


number of tables should be entered. For a linear analysis









II. 	MASTER CONTROL CARD (concluded)


(4) 	 For NANA .EQ.O the program reads all input data, generating nodes,


and elements as requested, and generates element matrices. Plot


files are created for checking input data. Exit is made before


the system matrices are assembled and the solution is performed.


For NANA .EQ.1 thethermal parameters are constant, and a linear


thermal analysis is performed. An unsymmetrical set of banded


equations is solved using Gauss elimination.


For NANA .EQ.2 the thermal parameters vary with temperature and








For both linear and nonlinear thermal analyses conduction and


convection heat fluxes are automatically recovered.


(5) Diagnostic output may be obtained using this integer. This output


typically consists of all element matrices, the assembled matrices,


and intermediate steps in the solution process. This option should


only be selected for very small problems since a large quantity


of data will be printed.


(6) 	 Two major plot options are offered: (1) For NPLOT .EQ.1 plots


of the thermal model may be obtained. In addition, plots of the


temperatures input on the nodal cards may be made as either


vector or surface plots (see plot instructions). (2) For NPLOT .EQ.2


plots of the thermal analysis model may be obtained, and plots of








(7) 	 The Newton-Raphson iterative solution process will terminate when


the number of iterations reaches the value NITER. Nodal


temperatures are printed at each iteration, and element heat


fluxes are calculated after the final iteration. The largest








(8) Convergence will occur if the largest percentage change in nodal






III. NODAL POINT DATA (2(AI,I4),25X,3FI0.0,IS,FlO.0)


notes columns variable entry













(2) 2 - 5 N 	 Node number


(3) 	 6 IPR Print code


EQ. ; (blank) normal printing








(4) 	 7 - 10 ID(N) Boundary condition code








(5) 36 - 45 X(N) 	 X (or R) coordinate


46 - 5S Y(N) Y coordinate


56 - 65 Z(N) Z (or 0) coordinate (degrees)


(6) 66 - 70 KN 	 Node number increment
 
















(1) A special cylindrical coordinate system is allowed for the global


description of nodal point locations. If a "C" is entered in


card column one (1), then the entries given in columns 36-65 are


taken to be references to a global (R,Y,6) system rather than to


the standard (X,Y,Z) system. The program converts cylindrical


coordinate references to Cartesian coordinates using the formulae:








Z = R cos a


Cylindrical coordinate input is merely a user convenience for


locating nodes in the standard (X,Y,Z) system, and no other


references to the cylindrical system are implied.


(2) 	 Nodal point data must be defined for all (NUNMNP) nodes. Node


data may be input directly (i.e., each node on its own individual








Admissible nodal point numbers range sequentially from "1" to the


total number of nodes "NUMNP." Illegal references are:


N.LE.O or N.GT.NUMNP. NUMNP must be the last card input.


(3) 	 The IPR variable is used to suppress a second printing of the


nodal data. This would be desirable in the event that all nodal


data was input with no internal generation. If data is generated


internally, the default printing is all input data cards and


a second printing of input data plus generated data.


(4) 	 The boundary condition code is used to designate those nodes which


will have fixed values of temperature in the solution process. The


fixed value of temperature is entered in the T(N) array.


(5) 	 When CT (Col. 1) is equal to the character "C," the values input


in columns 36-65 are interpreted as the cylindrical (R,Y,e)


coordinates of node "N." Y is the axis of symmetry. R is the


distance of a point from the Y-axis. The angle a is measured


clockwise from the positive Z-axis when looking in the positive


Y direction. The cylindrical coordinate values are printed as


entered on the card, but immediately after printing the global


Cartesian values are computed from the input entries.


(6) 	 Nodal point cards need not be input in node-order sequence;


eventually, however, all nodes in the integer set (I, NUMNPI






II. NODAL POINT DATA (concluded)


(NI, NI + (1 x N2), N, + (2 x KN2), .. , N2} 
may be generated from information given on two cards in sequence:


CARD I / N1 , IDCN1), X(NI), . ., KNI, T(N1 ) / 
CARD 2 / N2 , (D(N2), X(N2), . ., KN2 , T(N2) / 
N2 is the mesh generation parameter given on the second card of 
a sequence. The first generated node is N1 + (I x KN2) ; the 
second generated node is N, + (2 x KN2) , etc. Generation 
continues until node number N2 - KN2 is established. Note that 
the node difference N2 - N1 must be evenly divisible by KN2 
Intermediate nodes between N1 and N2 ar6 located at equal 
intervals along the straight line between the two points. Boundary 
condition codes for the generated data are set equal to the values 
given on the first card. Node temperatures are found by linear 
interpolation between T(N1 ) and T(N2) . Coordinate generation 
is always performed in the (X,Y,Z) system, and no generation is 




(7) The nodal temperatures are used to specify temperatures which are


fixed in the solution process. In the nonlinear analysis, the
 

first iteration is performed with the thermal parameters evaluated
 

for all nodes at a zero temperature value. Thereafter nodal


temperatures including the fixed values specified here are used






IV. 	 ELEMENT DATA


TYPE 1 -	CONDUCTION/CONVECTION ROD ELEMENT


Rod elements (fig. 5) are identified by the number 1. A linear


temperature variation is assumed between nodes. Internal heat


generation, prescribed surface heating or convective surface heating


are incorporated into the element formulation.


A. 	 Control Card (815,8A5)


Columns 	 I - 5 The number 1


6 - 10 Total number of rod elements in this element group


11 - 15 Number of material property cards


16 - 40 Blank


41 - 80 Any desired identification to be printed with output


B. 	 Material Property Cards (215,FlO.0)
















Material identification number 
Table number for thermal conductivity 
(nonlinear analysis only) 
Thermal conductivity (k) (required for 
linear analysis only) 
Surface heat fluxes (positive into surface) (BTU/hr). 
X 	 (local axis)
 







C. 	 Element Data Cards


One card per element in sequential order of element number starting


with one. If there is surface heating or convection heat transfer






IV. 	 ELEMENT DATA (continued)


Card 	 1 (Required) (SI5,ZFl0.0)


Notes Columns 1 - 5 Element number 

(2) 	 6 - 10 Node number I 

11 - 15 Node number J 

16 - 20 Material identification number 

(3) 	 21 - 25 Optional element generation parameter KG 

for automatic generation of element data 

26 - 55 Cross-sectional area for conduction 





(4) 	 46 - 55 Area factor for surface heating or convection 







Notes Columns 1 - 10 Specified surface heat transfer rate

(e.g., BTU/HR-FT-2) (positive into element)

11 - 20 Convective medium heat transfer coefficient

HI at node I

21 - 50 Convective medium temperature TI at node I

(5) 	 31 - 40 Convective medium heat transfer coefficient

Hj at node J





(1) 	 For a linear analysis the thermal conductivity k input


on the material property card is used to compute the thermal


conductance matrix and the heat flux recovery matrix for an


element. For a nonlinear analysis and a table number greater


than zero, the thermal conductance matrices are initially com­

puted using k as unity. Later, after the thermal parameter


tables have been read in, the matrices are multiplied by


appropriate values of k determined from the parameter tables.


The temperature used in the table is the average temperature


of the element, i.e., (TI + Tj)/2


(2) The order of I and J determines the direction of the local
 

X-axis (see fig. 5). Conduction heat fluxes are positive in


the direction of the local X-axis.


(3) If a series of elements exists such that the element number, N1 ,


is one greater than the previous element number (i.e., 
Ni = Ni_ 1 - 1) and the nodal point number can be given by 
Ii = 	li_ 1 KG






IV. ELEMENT DATA (continued)
 

then only the first and last elements in the series need be provided.


The material identification number and the temperature for the


generated elements are set equal to the values on the last card.


If KG (given on the last card) is input as zero, it is set to


one by the program.


(4) If the area factor is greater than zero, the second card will be


read. The area factor is used to compute the surface area for








(5) If Hj or Tj is left blank, the program will set


















/ / [LEMENT) 











IV. ELEMENT DATA (continued)


TYPE 3 - CONDUCTION/CONVECTION QUADRILATERAL ELEMENT


Quadrilateral elements (fig. 6) are identified by the number 3. The


element is based on an isoparametric formulation. The nodes can be


located at general points in space, but they must lie in a plane. The


element conduction heat fluxes are computed at the element centroid


in local coordinates. The element may be laminated with an arbitrary


number of different layers with different conduction tensors for each


layer. Internal heat generation, prescribed edge or surface heating,


or convective heating on all four edges and the top and bottom surfaces


of the element are included in the element.


A. Control Card (815,8A5)


Columns 1 - 5 The number 3 
6 - 10 Total number of quadrilateral elements in this group 
11 - 15 Number of material property card sets 
16 - 40 Blank 
41 - 80 Any desired identification to be printed with output 
B. Material Property Card Sets







Notes Columns 1 - 5 Material identification number


(1) 	 6 - 10 Table number for thermal conductivity








(2) 	 11 - 15 Number of laminae


16 - 25 Lamina thickness, t














46 - 55 Conductivity tensor component,


56 - 65 Material axis angle, 0 (degrees) 
35 















Card (2, 5, 
Columns 16 - 25 
. No. of Laminae) (1SX,SPO.0) 
Lamina thickness 







Conduactivity tensor component, 
Kxy4-. 
Conductivity tensor component, 
K 
Niaerial axis angle, G 
Lamina 2, 3, 
No. of Lainae 
. 
C. Element Data Card Sets


One card per element is required in incr:easing numerical order.


Missing elements are generated. If there is edge or surface heating,












Notes Columns 1 - 5 Element number


(4) 	 6 - 10 Node I


11 - 15 Node J


16 - 20 Node K


21 - 25 Node L


26 - 30 Material identification number


31 - 35 Element generation parameter KG








.EQ.1,2,3,4 	 Number of edges for









41 - 45 ISURF .EQ.0 No surface heating or surface 
convection 
.EQ.l Heating or convection on top 
surface 
.EQ.2 Heating or convection on top 
and bottom surfaces 
46 - 55 Volumetric heat generation rate (e.g., 
BTU/HR-FT 3) 
Card Set 2 (IEDGE cards) (215,SF10.0)


Notes Columns 1 - 5 Edge node, Nl


6 - 10 Edge node, N2


11 - 20 Edge heat loading, q, (e.g., BTU/HR-FT 3)


(heat flux is positive into element)


21 - 30 Convection coefficient, hl, at node NI


31 - 40 Convective medium temperature, T1 , at node Ni


(6) 	 41 - S0 Convection coefficient, h2, at node N2


51 - 60 Convective medium temperature, T2, at node N2


Card Set 3 (ISURF cards) (SF10.0)


Notes Columns 1 - 10 Convection coefficient hI at node I, or


(7) 	 convective surface heating, q BT2) 
11 - 20 Convective medium temperature TI at node I


21 - 30 Convection coefficient, hj at node J


31 - 40 Convective medium temperature Tj at node J


41 - 50 Convection coefficient, hK, at node K


51 - 60 Convective medium temperature TK at node K


61 - 70 Convection coefficient, hL, at node L








(1) All of the components of the conductivity tensor are assumed to have
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IV. 	 ELEMENT DATA (continued)


one table is input for the entire tensor. The look-up temperature


is 	 (TI + Tj + TK + TL)14 . For a nonlinear analysis, the element 
conductance matrix is formed for the first iteration using the


conductivity tensor entered as input data. On subsequent


iterations the thermal conductivity table is used as a multiplier


of this tensor. Thus, for a single layer the user may


input a conductivity tensor with the largest value normalized to


1.0 and enter the actual conductivity values in the table.








(3) 	 For an isotropic material, the conductivity value K should be 
entered as Kxx . The remaining entries may be left blank. The 
program will set KXY = 0 , Kyy = Kxx . 
(4) 	 The orientation of the local X-axis is from I to J (see fig. 6).


The local y-axis then lies in the IJKL plane, and the direction of


the local z-axis is determined by the right-hand rule. Element


conduction heat fluxes are positive in the local coordinate system.


(5) 	 Element cards must be in element number sequence. If cards are


omitted, element data will be generated. The node numbers will








i n = 	 In-l + KG 
Jn = 	 Jn-l + KG 
n = 	 Kn + KG 
In = 	 Ln_1 + KG 













IV. ELEIMfNT DATA (continued)
 














Surface heating is positive into the element. If there is surface


heating, the heat flow is entered in columns 1-10, and the remainder


of the card is blank. For uniform convection, if hj , Tj , etc. 
are left blank, the program will set


hj = hK = hL = hI
















IV. ELEMENT DATA (continued)


TYPE 8 - MASS-TRANSPORT ELEMENT


Mass transport elements (fig. 7) are identified by the number 8. The


element is used to represent convective energy transport due to a mass


flow rate m .


A. Control Card (8IS,8AS)


Columns 1 - S The number 8


6 -'10 Total number of elements in this group


11 - 15 Number of thermal-fluid property card sets








B. Fluid Properties (I5,FI0.0,I5)


Notes Columns I - S Property identification number


(1) 	 6 - 15 Fluid specific heat C


16 - 20 Table number for fluid specific heat


C. Element Data Cards (515,F10.0)


One card per element is required in increasing numerical order.


Missing elements are generated.


Notes Columns 1 - 5 Element number


(2) 	 6 - 10 Node number, I


11 - 15 Node number, J


16 - 20 Property identification number


(3) 	 21 - 25 Element generation parameter, KG


26 - 35 Fluid mass flow rate (e.g., lbin/hr)








(1) For a linear analysis, the fluid specific heat read-in on the


fluid property card is used in element computations. For a non­

linear analysis, values from a specific heat table are used if






IV. 	 ELEMENT DATA (continued)


(2) 	 The nodal coordinates are arbitrary and are used only in the plot


output. The order of the element nodes determines the direction


of fluid flow, i.e., the fluid flow is from node I to J.


(3) 	 Missing elements are generated using the same scheme as for the


rod element, i.e., node numbers will be generated with respect


to the first card as follows:






J, 	 Ji-I + KG




















Figure 7, Mass transport element. 
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IV. 	 ELEMENT DATA (continued)


TYPE 9 -	SURFACE-CONVECTION ELEMENTS
 

Surface-convection elements (fig. 8) are identified by the number 9. The


elements are used to represent convective heat transfer between a surface


and a fluid with unknown temperature. Two elements, a quadrilateral


and a triangle, are available.


A. Control Card (815,8A5)


Columns 	 1 - S The number 9








11 - 15 Number of thermal-fluid property card sets


41 - 80 Any desired identification to be printed with


the element output data


B. Fluid Properties (I5,FlO.0,I5)


Notes 	 Columns 1 - 5 Property identification number


(1) 	 6 - 15 Convection coefficient, h


16 - 20 Table number for convection coefficient


C. Element Parameter Data Cards (715,FlO.O)


One card per element is required in increasing numerical order.


Missing elements are generated.


Notes 	 Columns I - 5 Element number


(2) 	 6 - 10 Node number, I


11 - 15 Node number, J


16 - 20 Node number, K


(3) 	 21 - 25 Node number, L (default .EQ.0)


26 - 30 Property identification number


(4) 	 31 - 35 Element generation parameter, KG








(1) 	 For a linear analysis, the fluid convection coefficient read-in on


the fluid property card is used in element computations. For a


nonlinear analysis, values from a convection coefficient table are


used if the table number is greater than zero.


(2) 	 For the quadrilateral element, nodes I and J always denote fluid


nodes; for the triangle, I denotes the fluid node.


(3) For 	 a triangular element, leave L blank or enter L as zero.


(4) 	 Missing elements are generated using this same scheme as for the


quadrilateral conduction element, i.e., node numbers will be






IV. 	 ELEMENT DATA (continued)


I, = Ii_ 1 + KG


J, = Ji-i + KG


Ki = Ki_ 1 + KG


Li = Li I + KG








(5) 	 The area factor is used to compute the convection surface area,
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IV. ELEMENT DATA (continued)


TYPE 10 - TUBE/FLUID INTEGRATED ELEMENT


Tube/fluid integrated elements (fig. 9) are identified by the number 10.


The element represents conduction/convection heat transfer in a thin tube


of constant thickness and flow area enclosing a fluid with mass flow


rate m . Heat loading on the tube external surface due to a specified 
heating or a convective exchange with a surrounding media is included. 
Pressure drop computations are performed as an option. 
A. Control Card (815,8A5)
 

Columns 1 - 5 The number 10


6 - 10 Total number of tube/fluid elements in this group


11 - 15 Number of thermal-fluid property card sets


16 - 20 Flag for pressure drop calculations


.EQ.0; Pressures are not calculated


.GT.0; Pressures are calculated


21 - 40 Blank








B. Thermal-Fluid Property Card Sets
 

Card 1 - Tube Properties (IS,Fl0.0,I5)


Notes Columns 1 - 5 Property identification number


(1) 	 6 - 15 Thermal conductivity, k


16 - 20 Table number for tube thermal conductivity






(2) Columns 1 - 10 Fluid convection coefficient, h


(3) 	 11 - 20 Exponent in equation for modification of


convection coefficient, n (real)


21 - 25 Table number for convection coefficient


(4) 	 26 - 35 Fluid specific heat, CD


36 - 40 Table number for fluid specific heat


(5) 	 41 - 45 Table number for fluid viscosity









(6) Columns 1 - 10 Tube hydraulic diameter, DH


(7) 	 11 - 20 Fluid friction factor, f


(8) 	 21 - 30 Exponent in equation for correction of


friction factor, m (real)












(9) Columns 36 - 45 Fluid density, p


46 - 50 Table number for fluid density 
51 - 60 Gas constant, R 




C. Element Data 	 Cards


One card per element is required in increasing numerical order.


Missing elements are generated. If there is external surface heating


on the tube, two cards per element are required.


Card 1 - Element 	 Parameters (8IS,4F10.0) 
Notes Columns I - 5 	 Element number


(10) 	 6 - 10 Node number, I


11 - 15 Node number, J F


16 - 20 Node number, K


21 - 25 Node number, L Tube nodes


26 - 30 Property identification number


(11) 	 31 - 35 Element generation parameter, KG














41 - 50 Tube cross-sectional conduction area


(13) 	 51 - 60 Perimeter of tube for internal convective


heat transfer to fluid


61 - 70 Fluid mass flow rate (e.g., lbm/hr)


(14) 	 71 - 80 Element inlet pressure, P1












11 - 20 Specified surface heating rate (e.g.,


BTU/HR-FT**2) (positive into surface)

































(1) The thermal conductivity is used to represent the axial conduction


of heat in the tube wall. The thermal conductivity of the tube


wall may be constant or may be entered in tabular form for a


nonlinear analysis. The look-up temperature is (TK + TL)/2


(2) The fluid convection coefficient h is used to represent


convective heat transfer between the tube and fluid. The


convection coefficient may be constant or may be entered in


tabular form for a nonlinear analysis. The look-up temperature


is (TI + Tj)/2


(3) In the nonlinear analysis, the convection coefficient may be


modified at each iteration for a variation of fluid temperature


at the flow section. The correction takes the form:






Liquids: h' = h (Tb) f-
For a gas, TW denotes the wall temperature and Tb denotes the


bulk 	 fluid temperature. For a liquid, pw denotes the viscosity


evaluated at the wall temperature and Pb denotes the viscosity


evaluated at the fluid bulk temperature. No modification is


performed if the exponent n (real) is entered as blank or zero.


(4) The specific heat C is used in representing the heat transfer


due to mass transpor and may be entered as a constant or as a


tabular function of temperature.


(5) The fluid viscosity is required only if the correction described


above in note (3) is to be performed for a liquid. Otherwise, a


table number for viscosity is not required.


(6) 	 The tube hydraulic diameter is defined by








(7) 	 The fluid friction factor f is used to compute the pressure drop















AP -	pressure drop, (PI - PJ)


f - friction factor








G - mass flow rate/flow area (e.g., lbm/hr/ft 2)


pm -	element mean density, (p1 + pj)/2 
PI, Pj - fluid densities evaluated at the temperatures of 
the fluid at nodes I, J 
gc -	proportionality constant in Newton's second law


32.17 ft - ibm 
e.g., g- lbf - sec2 / 
(8) 	 In the calculation of pressures for a nonlinear analysis, the


friction factor may be modified for a variation of fluid temperature


at the flow cross section. The correction takes the form:


Gases: P = f (Tb) in 
Liquids: f' = f (Tb) ­

where the quantities have the same definition as in note (3).


The modification is not performed if the exponent m (real) is


entered as blank or zero.


(9) 	 Pressure drops are computed for three density cases: (1) constant


density, (2) variable density as specified by a density-temperature


table, and (3) an idea gas. If the density table number is entered


as zero, case (1) is assumed. If the density table number is








IV. ELEMENT DATA (continued)


If the gas constant R is entered as a positive quantity, case (3)


is assumed. For case (3) the pressure drop equation above is


solved simultaneously with the gas law P = pRT .


(10) 	 The direction of fluid flow is determined by the node numbering


sequence. Flow is from node I to node J (see fig. 9).


(11) 	 Element cards must be in element number sequence. If cards are


omitted, element data will be generated. The node numbers will








i n = In_ 1 + KG 
=Jn Jn-i + KG 
Kn= Kn_ 1 + KG 
Ln= Ln-i + KG 






(12) 	 ISURF.GT.0 indicates the tube is heated externally by a specified


heat flux or convectively. The program expects to read a second


card with the heating data.


(13) 	 The perimeter of the tube is used to compute the wetted area for


convective heat transfer to the internal fluid by multiplying it


by the element length.


(14) 	 Pressures are computed at successive nodes by Pj = PI - AP 
until a new inlet pressure is specified for an element. 
(15) 	 The surface area for external heating is computed as the product
 

of the area factor times the perimeter times the element length.


(16) If hK and TK are left blank, the program will set hK = hL
­




















IV. ELEMENT DATA (continued)


TYPE 11 - PLATE-FIN/FLUID INTEGRATED ELEMENT


Plate-fin/fluid integrated elements (fig. 10) are identified by the


number 11. The elements represent conduction/convection heat transfer


in a coolant passage defined by two plates connected by an internal


fin. Fluid flows through the passage with mass flow rate m


A. Control Card (815,8A5)


Columns 	 1 - 5 The number 11








11 - 15 Number of thermal-fluid property card sets


16 - 20 Flag for pressure calculations


.EQ.0; Pressures are not calculated
 

.GT.0; Pressures are calculated


21 - 40 Blank


41 - 80 Any desired identification to be printed with the


element input data echo.


B. Thermal-fluid Property Card Sets


Card 1 -	Fin Properties (IS,FlO.0,I5)









Table number for fin thermal conductivity 




(2) Columns 1 - 10 Fluid convection coefficient, h


(3) 	 11 - 20 Exponent in equation for modification of


convection coefficient, n (real)


21 - 25 Table number for convection coefficient
 

(4) 	 26 - 35 Fluid specified heat, CP


36 - 40 Table number for fluid specific heat


(5) 	 41 - 45 Table number for fluid viscosity











(6) Columns 1 - 10 Hydraulic diameter, DH


(7) 	 11 - 20 Fluid friction factor, f


(8) 	 21 - 30 Exponent in equation for modification of


friction factor, m (real)












(9) 	 Columns 36 - 45 Fluid density, p


46 - 50 Table'number for fluid density


51 - 60 Gas constant R








C. Element Parameter Data 	 Cards


Two cards per element are required in increasing numerical order.











Notes Columns 1 - 5 	 Element number


(10) 	 6 - 10 	 Node number, I


11 - 15 Node number, J


16 - 20 Node number, K (Fluid node)


21 25 Node number, L v
 

26 - 30 Node number, M 
31 - 35 Node number, N (Fluid node, inlet) 
36 - 40 Property identification number 
(11) 	 41 - 45 	 Element generation parameter, KG 
(12) 	 46 - 50 Flag for fin efficiency


.EQ.0; Fin efficiency computed


.NE.0; Fin efficiency set equal to one


51 - 60 Fluid mass flow rate (e.g., Ibm/hr)











(14) Columns 1 - 10 Effective fin thickness




















(1) 	 The thermal conductivity is used to calculate two-dimensional


heat conduction in the fin. The fin connects the top and bottom


walls, and heat condiction is represented by an isoparametric


quadrilateral finite element formulation. The thermal conductivity


may be constant or entered in tabular form for a nonlinear analysis.






IV. 	 ELEMENT DATA (continued)


(2) The fluid convection coefficient h is used to represent convective


heat transfer between the top and bottom walls and between both


sides of the fin and the fluid. The convection coefficient may be


constant or be entered in tabular form for a nonlinear analysis.


The look-up temperature is (TN + TK)/2 .


(3) In the nonlinear analysis, the convection coefficient may be


modified at each iteration for a variation of fluid temperature at








Gases: h' = h (Tb)


Liquids: h' = h (Tb) (%) 
For a gas, Tw denotes the wall temperature and Tb denotes the


bulk fluid temperature; for a liquid, pw denotes the viscosity


evaluated at the wall temperature and Pb denotes the viscosity


evaluated at the fluid bulk temperature. No modification is


performed if the exponent n (real) is entered as blank or zero.


(4) 	 The specific heat C is used in representing the heat transfer








(5) The fluid viscosity is required only if the modification described


above in note (3) is to be performed for a liquid. Otherwise, a table


number for viscosity is not required.


(6) 	 The passage hydraulic diameter is defined by







(7) The fluid friction factor f is used in computing the pressure








= fL G2 1 +G2( 1 
DH 2gc pm gc PN 
OF THEREPRODUCIBILITY 
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AP -	pressure drop, (PN - PK)


f - friction factor








G - mass flow rate/flow area (e.g., lbm/hr/ft2 )


Pm -	element mean density, (PK + PN / 2
 

PK, PN - fluid densities evaluated at the temperatures of the


fluid nodes K, N


gc - proportionality constant in Newton's second law


32.17 ft - Ibm)






(8) In the calculation of pressures for a nonlinear analysis, the


friction factor may be corrected for a variation of fluid












Liquids: f' = f (Tb) ( p 
where the quantities have the same definition as in note (3). The


modification is not performed if the exponent m (real) is


entered as blank or zero.


(9) 	 Pressure drops are computed for three density cases. (1) constant


density, (2) variable density as specified by a density-temperature


table, and (3) an ideal gas. If the density table number is


entered as zero, case (1) is assumed. If the density table number
 

is greater than zero, case (2) is assumed.


If the gas constant R is entered as a positive quantity case (3)


is assumed. For case (3) the pressure drop equation above is


solved simultaneously with the gas law P = pRT .
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IV. ELEMENT DATA (continued)


(10) 	 The direction of fluid flow is determined by the node numbering


sequence. Flow is from node N to node K (see fig. 10).


(11) 	 Element cards must be in element number sequence. If cards are


omitted, element data will be generated. The node numbers will be


generated with respect to the first card in the series as follows:


I n = In- 1 + KG 
Jn = Jn-l + KG 
Kn = Kn-i + KG 
In = Ln-l + KG 
Mn = Mn_ 1 + KG 
Nn= Nn I + KG 




(12) 	 The fin efficiency n is computed by the equation 













The fin efficiency is used to modify the convective heat transfer


between the fin and fluid for the linear temperature distribution








(13) 	 Pressures are computed at successive nodes by PK = PN - AP


until a new inlet pressure is specified for an element.


(14) 	 The fin thickness is used in two ways. The thickness is used in


representing the conduction heat transfer of the fin. In addition,


the fin thickness is subtracted from the widths of the top and






IV. ELEMENT DATA (concluded)


fins, an effective fin thickness equal to the number of fins


times the thickness of a single fin should be used.


(15) 	 The top and bottom widths are used to compute the convection areas


from the walls to the fluid (see note 14). The average of these


widths is also used in the computation of the flow areas at the


inlet and outlet of an element.
 

(16) 	 The fin area factor for convection may be used to account for


multiple fins. The fin surface area is multiplied by this


factor. The convective heat transfer between the fin and fluid is


based upon the equation


q = nh (As * AF) T1 + T+ TL + TM - TBULK 
where 
n = fin efficiency (see note 12)


h = convection coefficient
 

As = surface area of fin (2 sides)


AF = fin area factor
 












(a) Side View. 
sTOP WALL 
L 
TYPICAL FLUID NODE 
K.. FOR BULK TEMPERATURE 
(LOCATION IS ARBITRARY 





(b) Oblique View. 




V. 	 THERMAL PARAMETER TABLES


Thermal parameter tables are required for nonlinear thermal analysis. The


total number of thermal parameter tables is entered on the master control


card as NUMTB (see section II). Individual table numbers for reference


to the data input here are read in as part of the element input data.








A. 	 Control Card (215,7Al0) (one card for each table)


Columns I - S Table number


6 - 10 Number of data points given in table


11 - 80 Any desired table heading information








Columns 1 - 10 Temperature for point 1


11 - 20 Thermal parameter for point 1 P


21 - 30 Temperature for point 2


31 - 40 Thermal parameter for point 2 P


41 - S0 Temperature for point 3 1


51 - 60 Thermal parameter for point 3 Point 3 
61 - 70 Temperature for point 4 Point 4 





INPUT DATA FOR TAPPLT


General Setup of Deck


In general the input deck for the plotting program consists of three
 







(1) 	 A single card containing any desired title information,


(2) NAMELIST OPTION containing values to allocate storage in blank


common and control values specifying various program options, and


(3) NAMELIST PICT containing values to specify the type of plot








I. HEADING CARD - This single card contains any desired alphanumeric








II. 	 NAMELIST OPTION - This NAMELIST contains values to allocate storage in











NNDEST 200 	 Estimated number of nodes, must be equal


to or greater than the actual number of nodes



















XSPACE 10.0 Space between plots in x-direction, in inches
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PSIZE 25.0 	 Paper size in y-direction, in inches (used in








III. 	 NANIELIST PICT - This NAMELIST contains values to specify the type of














KHORZ 1 	 Integer designating the horizontal axis of the 
viewing plane where 1 = Xo , 2 = Yo , and 
3 = Zo 
KVERT 2 	 Integer designating the vertical axis of the 




PHI 0.0 	 Angular rotation of model about its x-axis in


degrees (must be performed third)


THETA 0.0 	 Angular rotation of model about its y-axis in


degrees (must be performed second)


PSI 0.0 	 Angular rotation of model about its z-axis in


degrees (must be performed first)


NEFR 1 1 	 frame change before plotting (a'frame change 
resets the x-origin past previous plot by 
XSPACE given in NAMELIST OPTION and resets 
the y-origin at 0.0)


0 no frame change before plotting


ISCALE 1 1 automatic computation of proper origin


location and scaling of plot


2 user-specified origin and scaling


PLOTSZ 10.0 	 Maximum dimension desired on completed plot, in


inches (used for scaling if ISCALE = 1)


XORGN 0.0 	 x-location of plot origin (used if ISCALE = 2)
 

YORGN 0.0 	 y-location of plot origin (used if ISCALE = 2)


PSCALE 1.0 	 Model size reduction factor (i.e., PSCALE is equal


to actual model size divided by desired plot size


(used if ISCALE = 2))
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NOTAT 0 	 0 no numbering on plots


1 numbering of nodes


2 numbering of elements
 

XLHT 0.15 Height of integers specified by NOTAT, in inches 
(must be > 0.07) 
KDISP 0 	 0 plot of thermal model


1 plot of temperature surface


2 exploded plot of model


3 temperatures represented by vectors














DMAGS 1.0 	 Magnification of temperatures (if KDISP = 1 or 3) 
Reduction factor of elements (if KDISP = 2) 
KSYMXY 0 	 1 symmetry about X-Y plane


KSYMXZ 0 	 1 symmetry about X-Z plane


KSYMYZ 0 	 1 symmetry about Y-Z plane


Symmetries are performed consecutively (i.e., a plate quadrant with


KSYIXZ and KSYMYZ equal to one would yield a complete plate).


XXMAX, 1.0 E+20 Locate cutting planes parallel to principal planes












































KODE 0 	 Specifies control option after plot is complete


0 last plot, exit from program


1 read another NAMELIST PICT















INPUT DATA AND PROGRAM OUTPUT FOR SAMPLE PROBLEMS


Four sample problems are presented: (1)a linear conduction analysis


of a transverse cross-section of a panel with a "D"tube, (2)a nonlinear


analysis of a convectively heated, water cooled pipe, (3) a nonlinear analysis


of a simplified heat exchanger, and (4) a linear analysis and plots of


conduction in a simple fin. The sample problems are presented in figures






SAMPLE PROBLEM 1 








1 3 5 7 9 1 13 17 21 27 33 39 45 
2 4 
k = 0.00185 
6 8 10 

































Figure 12. Conduction analysis of a panel - "D" tube section (sample problem 1).


INPUT DATA (SAMPLE PROBLEM 1)


0 TUBE CROSS SECTION 3/16/76 
58 2 0 1 0 0 
1 0 
-0.0825 0.0 0.5 
11 0 
-0.0825 0.0 0.25 2 
2 0 
-0.045 0.0 0.5 
12 0 
-0.045 0.0 0.25 2 
13 0 
-0.0825 0.0 0.225 
14 0 
-0.045 0.0 0.225 
15, 0 
-0.035 0.0 0.225 
16 0 0.0 0.0 0.225 
17 0 
-0.0825 0.0 0.190 
IS 0 
-0.045 0.0 0.190 
!9 0 
-0.035 0.0 0.190 
20 0 0.0 0.0 0.190 
2a 0 
-0.0825 0.0 0.160 
02o 
-o.o450 0.0 0.160 
23 1 
-0.035 0.0 0.160 
24 0 0.0 0.0 0.160 
27 0 
-0.0825 0.0 0.120 
28 0 
-0.0450 0.0 0.120 
29 0 
-0.035 0.0 0.120 
30 e 0.0 0.0 0.120 
33 0 
-0.0825 0.0 0.080 
3" 0 
-0.0450 0.0 0.080 
35 0 
-0.0350 0.0 0.080 
36 0 0.0 0.0 0.080 
39 0 
-0.0825 0.0 0.040 
40 0 
-0.0450 0.0 0.040 
"1 0 
-0.0350 0.0 0.0140 
42 0 0.0 0.0 0.040 
45 0 
-0.0825 0.0 0.0 
46 0 
-0.0&50 0.0 0.0 
47 0 
-0.0350 0.0 0.0 
48 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
C 57 3 0.190 0.0 90.0 
C 55 c 0.190 0.0 80. 
C 53 0 0.190 0.0 70. 
C 51 0 0.190 0.0 60. 
C 49 0 0.190 0.0 50. 
C 43 0 0.190 0.0 40. 
C 37 0 0.190 0.0 30. 
C 3! 0 O.I?O 0.0 20. 
C 29 0 0.190 0.0 10. 
C 26 0 0.225 0.0 1O. 
69 
C 32 0 0.225 0.0 20. 
C 38 0 0.225 0.0 30. 
C 44 0 O.?25 0.0 40. 
C 50 0 0.225 0.0 50. 
C 52 1 0.225 0.0 60. 
C 54 0 0.225 0.0 70. 
C 56 0 0.225 0.0 80. 
c 5 0 0.225 0.0 90. 
3 27 1 ETC 1-12 PANEL 13-27 TU8 
1 0 I 1.0 1-852E-03 
1 a 3 1 2 0 1 0 
3 1 0.5415 
2 6 5 3 4 1 0 ! 0 
5 3 0.0833 
6 14 13 11 12 1 2 1 0 
13 11 0.C833 
7 18 17 13 14 1 0 1 0 
17 13 0.0833 
8 22 21 17 18 1 0 1 0 
2i 17 0.0333 
9 23 27 21 22 1 0 1 0 
27 21 0.0833 
10 34 33 27 28 1 0 1 0 
33 27 0.0833 
1! 40 39 33 34 1 0 1 0 
39 33 0.0833 
2 6 45 39 1O 0 1 0 
45 39 0.0833 
13 20 19 i5 16 1 0 0 0 
14 24 23 19 20 1 0 1 0 
20 24 0.001745 40.0 
15 30 29 23 24 1 0 1 0 
24 30 0.001745 40.0 
ia 43 47 41 42 1 6 1 0 
42 48 0.001745 40.0 
19 26 25 20 16 1 0 1 0 
25 20 0.001745 40.0 
20 32 31 25 26 1 0 1 0 
3i 25 0.0-1745 40.0 
23 5D0 49 43 44 1 6 1 0 
a9 43 0.UO'45 O.O 
24 52 51 49 50 1 0 1 0 
51 49 04.01745 40.0 
27 58 57 55 36 1 2 1 0 
70 
57 m5 0.001745 40.0
3 6 6 TUBE TO PANEL BOND 

0 1 100 7.715E-04 
2 0 1 1.0 7.715E-04 
3 0 1 1.0 7.7:5E-04 
4 1 1.0 7-715E-04 
5 0 1 1.0 7.715E-0& 
6 0 1 1.0 O.IOOE-20 
1 47 46 40 41 1 
2 41 40 34 35 2 
3 35 34 28 29 3 
4 29 28 22 23 4 
5 23 22 18 19 5 





PROGRAM OUTPUT (SAMPLE PROBLEM 1) 











NUMBER OF NODAL POINTS * _ 8 




NUMBER OF TABLES 
- .. 0 .


- ANALYSIS LODE(NANA) 
 
-_ 
.... 10.0, DATA CHECK ONLY, 
-- ..... 
-.. 











 PLOTS GENERATED 
Q.1, UNDEFOPPED PLOT 
------ E-.2, JLMPERAIURE TPLO __.. 
 
. . . . ... . .. .


. ITERATION PAeAIETERS 
-­











BLANK COMMON LOCATIONS 10947 " _ - . . .. . . . . . . ..














 2 KN TEMPERATURE 
0 
... 03 .. .0.0oo-.. ..... . 0 0 . 0.0001O.... 
 0-OB3 
 0.000
2 .250 2 0.00001-.O0. 0000.12 
-0 
0 .500 0.000 . . . 5.o013 .250 2 0.0000 




..5 ._ 0 5 .ooo00 ... .225- .. o.oo .. 
.035 0.00016 0 -. . 225 --- 0 0.000 
- 0.000 .__ -0000 
-... . 225 0
- 1- ------- 0 0.000 ....- 083.... .0.ooo . 190 0 . 000010 0O
.045 ..... 0.OO0- .....-190 O.OO -­
19 0 
-. 035 0.000 
.190 019 . . . . . 0 0.000. . . O.0 35O _. 0 0 0 -. 1 90__ 0 . .0002 1 0 -. 083 OOOO . .160 0 , 0.000 
22 0 
-. 083 . 0.000 . 160 0 0.00023 0 
-. 035 . . 0.000 .160 __ 0 0.00024 0 . -03.000 5-- 0.000 .160._ 0 0.0002 .. . 0 . . ... .0..-0O00 0 -000 - . .. .160 __ 0 ... . 000OO 
'8? 
_----­z. 
- Q - -- ---
-.
-083l4_ o.ooo 1 0 . - - - - 0.000
_o q ... . .I/C' 0 . 0.000 ....29 0--------------. 
-. 035 ...- O.0OO-.......
3300O O 0OO 0 0.000 .1)000.000 0.00033.0 0 . 0
.0'3 0.O, . .' 0 0. 000 
___ 
S34. 0 ,,0 .. . . 000. ........	 000


35 0 .035......... 0.000....... .080- -- 0 0.000 
36 - 0 -----. 000_ _.. 0000O..0... .....080 -- 0 - 0.000 ­
-- 39 ........ . O.083 0.000 -.0400._ 0.... .0.000 
- 40------- 0 __.045 O.O00___ *OO.---_ 0.000 
41 	 0 -...... ._. 035____ 0.000 -. ,00 0..........0-------.000.
 
_ 0- 0O00- 0.000 0.000-0,-- _ O.000.... 
-,___ 0.000....-- 05O.. 043.0000_ 	 0000.0..... 
 4 -_.... . ....	0 	 __ ... 045._ __ 0.000 _ _ 0.000 _..__..0 ..... 0.000 
 ­
_ _ 
_-	 -.035 0.0000.000 0 _- 0.000 ... 
48 0 . _0 00 0 000 ....0 .. 0 00 .0.... . .0.000 .... 
C 57 0 . 190...... 0.000 .... 90.000 - - 0 - 0.000 
C_ 55 .. 0....... _0 __190 __ _.Q0000, ..8 0.000 __0- -.... 000. .... 
c 53 0 .. .. 190...... 0.00 - ... 7.000... 0 0.000 
C 51 0 - . ... 190 0.000 ....... 60.000 0 . 0.000 . -
C 49 .... - _ _ __ 0.0000. 0 _.190 0.000 50.000....0.. ....
 
C 43 0 .. 190- 0.000 - 40A. ........ 0.000
.0000-

.190 - 0.00 - - _30.00. 	 O0....... 0.000
C 37 	 0 -­C_- 31 0 	 , 0--- - ,00---- Z20,000 __0 - -. 000 _ _ 
0,0000.... 0.......-.­




C. 25 ..-- .... 0 	 190 0 ,000 __ 0 000 
 
. 3. ?72 5. 	 __ 
- - - 30.000 0...... 0.000 
C 44 0 -............	 22 .... 0000.40 000...0....... 0.000 ­
-C 50 0 . ,5..o. ,000 __ 50,000 _. 0_______ .000 .

C 52 0 --.. .22.5 0.000-... 60.000. . 0 ...... 0.000 -.

C 54 0 - 225 0,000 . . 70.000 - ...
 0.000

C 38 .... 	 --- .__,225 	 0.000. - ---  
....... .0 

C 56....... .... 0.... .225 0.000____80.000 0----- 0.000....


C 58 - ------ --------.-- __ 5________90.000 0.000


GENERATED NOAL.ODATA ... ..... 	 .. .


.NODE "___MOUNDARY _CONDITI6tLCO0E - ._NDAL_.O.rI.NT.OOD1MAJES. ...... 	 "... 
NUIBER -	 X 	 Y ... -__K.TEMPERATURE­

2_______ 0 _________.0 	 0 3 .... 0.00000_-2.... 0 	 ___...... 0. - _ 0,000.............
3_0 -	 . t.. ,Q000o .........  ..45 0.......... . . ­ .
... ....  . 

4 3.. .045. 	 0.Q00 ,_501 . . . . . 0,D0 ....5- 0 	 -.0 3- - - -0.0 ---- - ItO-0.000 _ _ 
5- 0 ..... ..... . . 5.083 0,000._...... 	 ,tO0 .... ..... - .00 0 
_ . .. 0 .04 ..... 0,000 3.........400 .... 0.000 
S0 ..... . .083 0.000 _350 -0.000 .... 
.. .- 0 .. -. 045 - ,0000 ....... 350 - - 0.0009 -O. .. .......... -. 083 .......,0 ...... 300 	 0.000
0 0 ­
.0oo0
________ -_ o.___________ .0o ____ Q,ooo0.. _ .. 0 0o 
 .____ 
I10.. . .. -. 083 . 0.000 ... .250 - - 0.000


1o2 0 0.000 Z50 0.000






14 0 _________ 	 .45L 0.0? .ZS_5.0 _ 
.035 0.000.....5... ..... ...------- 0,000
-15. 	 0 j 0Q225... .......
16 0 	 .000 	 _0 
 0.000
 
17 -. 083 0.000 .1g0 0,000__ 
18 0 .Qb I..O00 ,190 0.000.. 
19-Q 0.05 
9 0.000 '190 0.000 ­
-21 0__ 	 .083 ____ .0000. .160 .0.000

22 0 	 .045 0.000... . 160 0.000 
o,0..
22 ____ 	 .o.. .O0O ,1 _0 
24 0 	 ----.,000 0,00Q_____ ,160--- 0.000


25 0 .3 - 0.000 ___.187.. 0.000 
26 0 .039. .00 .... . .22? 0.000. 
27.. .... 0 .083 ... 000 ..... 120 .. 0.000 
2B 0 .045 0.000 .... . 120 . 0.000 
29 - ,035 0.000 0.000 .120­30 ,-- -0 0,000 0,000 ,120..- 0.000 ­
31_ 0 .,06 __ Q,000o - ,179 - 0,000 
32 0 .9Z7 0.900 3Z. 0.000 
33 . 0 -.083 0.000 - OPO .. 0.000 
34 0 -.045 0.000__ .080 0.000 
3 __g_.030 5 ­ O.O0S ,080. 0.000 
36 0 0.000 -0.000 ___ .080 ...... .0,000 
- 37 . 0 .0-- - 0. 0 	 - 0.000. . . ..- ....	 095- ,00 ,165- ­ ­
3---- - - -_____0______________ 1 t. . 0QQ .. 195________ 0.000....
.040 ....-.. 000

_389.....____9__0_-,083..0000...0_ 	 00.... _10.000 .__ 
O . . 0 -- ---- . 45 _ ... 0.000 .0 0........ .. 0.000 
41 -- - - 0 -,035 _ 0,000. ,040 0.000 
-2 .. 0 -- 000-. 0,000 ..... 040 -. 0.000 
43 0 	 . .1 12........ 0.000_ .146 - . 0.000


-4 . 0 .1 5O.OO00,172 	 0.000_ 
- 45........ ........ 08 _.. 0.000..-- -- 0.000 
46 0 -04.......0.000.....0.000 0.000 
_8 0 -,05 0.000 -- - 0.000 - .0.000. 
9 .. . .. . 0 	 .146. - -- 0.000 --- - -..122 0.000 
5 0 .172 0.000. .145 0.000. 
51 - 0 ... 165..... . 0.000 . 0Q5 . . .. 0.000 
52 - 0 .195 . ...0.0 0 0 ... . . .1 3 .. 0.000 
5 3 -,179-. .000. 06 0.000 ­q 
54 ..0 . ..... . .. ..11....	 0000 . . . .. 077.. . 0.000 
55 0 	 .187 ...-- 0.000 .. . 033 . . 0.000


56 .		 .222 0.000 . 039 0.000


57 	 .0 	 - .. 0.000 0.190.. 90- -- , 00 0.000 
58 _0-	 .00.0000....boo _ , o-00. 00.,Oo 

-P-AI- S 0 _R A M__ E. iT__R. -C 0D11ADRCLL._A_ Rf.A1I -E..LLE-M I- _MS--­
-_~NUMBER OF--QUADRILATEPIALLEMILLS 5,2-7 
-- NSUMBER- OLSX0EJFERENJZT_&L&'E l S 
I1ATEIALC0NDJCTJIIX LAXRSJ--TjIfJ(NE.j CLNDUCLILV-TENSR~ -- THETA.____­
-TABLE K____________JLSKXtW t _____ 1X 
1 o. 1 * 1~~__.J0_ 2.______ .­Q2EtO1,i6_85EOZ. __ 
_EI E3M EN L -I NP TL0A T A 
N I _ J _ ___ DI K-._ G---MAT.. .. _U_UR_. 0 
.....-........ 
1 4 3 1 _ -2 1 1
--.- EDGE _ _.3 1 __ OS- -. 543-, E+OO .Hi-_ 0.... . .. 0,. _T. _" 0._ . . "---H2- 0. 1 " 0_. "- , --. _ 
__ EDGE - 5-_ 3 ----- QS- .8330E-01__ HI0_.-._ _,__ o"O___,_H2" 0. ---- T2" 0.

3 8 7 
 5 6 1 2__ T o. 0.. 
--
EDGE 7 5 OS- .8330E-01 . H1 0. - Ti- 0 . HZ 0. " - T?.- 0,. .. -.
4-­ 1 7 . .. . . 2 . 
_ 0... ------ 2- -
EDGE. .- . 330E=L__ O. 
_Ti0 ._,_ 
_ H.----- " .- T2-.- .........


5 12 11 9 10 1 
- - - O. ..
EDGE 1 1 9 - 0S ,8330E-O 
_H O.. .T- 0. 
_HZ-.0. TZ- 0. _ -­
-.- 14 13 11 12 1 2. 1 -0----_-0. 
.. -EDGE _ 13 11 OS- .8330E-01 .- HI- 0... T.0.__ -_. H2Z_ 0.- -----­ . -
7 18 17 13 14 1 - .. 1 ._. 
...

EDGE 17 13 QS- .8330E-01_ Hi- 0.... T1I 0.. -- HZ- 0. - - " TZ- 0 . 
..8 
 Z2 21 17 18 1 1- 1-. 0.-......EDGE 21 17 QS, .8330E-01...Hl. 0,.... Tic o....... ... H2 o.....-
 T2- 0.----.­

.-79 28 -7.- 2- -2 2 - I -o__ 0.. .. --------------------
- . -EDGE 27. 21 QS- .0330E-01 
_H. n.0I 








 34 33 27 28 .
 i. -1 .0. 
-
EDGE 33 27 QS- .8330E--Ql___Hl-
. .... TI-_, . - ---_ .-- '­' ",. _ ­
- . 40 9 33 34 1 . .. 1 0... 0.EDGE 39 33 QS- .83O0-O. - ,l- ..- Ti- HZ- 0. rpm o.­
__i2 46 -45 39 4o. 1 1 . i 1o o. 
 .. ..... 
-... 
 
__ EDGE._ 45 39 05- -..8330 7-01.. - 0. . Ti_ 0. H- 0. ----.­
13 20 19 15 16 ._1 - I _ O 0. 0. - . 

14 24 23 - 19 ?0 -1I - 1 
 1- 0 0. 

-"-- - - - - -Q4 ?DE os. Q. HI- * 1 745_E=92_TLaoQQjnz± H2- .A74i5FE-O2 T2 t.4000E+O2 
15 30 29 23 
 ?4 1 1 1 
 0 0.
EDGE 24 30 
 OSX 0. H-= .1745[-02 Tl- .4000E+02 
-, H2- .374£-0Z 





- - - -






























... - -.. ..... 4-5E-2_t 
 ._A O E+D._HZ,- .1745E-02 T2, - 4000E+02 
- ­





_E-. T . OOOE.O. --HZ!- - .1745E-02 .-TT2 .4OOOE+02. 
. .6 __O , 
.. ..... ..... ... .


OS- 0 .. HI- .L745E-02._.T.I. .4000E+02._HZ-. .1745E-02 T2-....4000E+02 
1... 1 O__. 0 ......


as- 0. Hl= .1745E-02 ._ T1=. .,4OOOE+02_ H2- .1745E-OZ T2_- 4O00E+02


1 . 1-.i 1- 0 0.

oS-
 0. - NI .1745E-02 Ti-- .4000E+02 
_ H2- .1745E-02 T2c -.4000E+02 
I-- -- - - o_ o­0S 04 H1 --. E-02 .--TI..--_ OOOE+02_H2-- 1745E-02 .--TZ 
-_ 
-. 4OOOE+O?___ 




OS-.0..... _-Jl.._Z45E02..._T= 40OOEtO2 _Ha-_.1745E-02 
-'T2---- .4O0E+02­

. .. .. .. .. 0.

OS- 0 .. . .. .. 1745E-0 TE- .40DE+O Z_ .1745E-02 ....T- -__.40D0OE02 
- 1 L 1...._o .....­
OS- 0......... Hl- _.1745E-02 T--.l.4000E+O2.H2n--._1745E-OZ TZ4__0--EtOOOE+OZ"--­
1 ___ L. o0.1.------

QS- 0.. .. Hl _,I745E-O2 ITi-. 4000E2O - r-
H2 -- .1745E-02 -T2  4_-.-OO0E.O& ­
-.. 1 -. 2 & t. 
_., ~ -____ 
0. H TA5E-OZ 
_TI=t_0OE+Dz---z 1745E-02 TZ-A__,OOOE±O2.__ 
- O. -QS!..... Hl-_ S745E-D21TI .. A000E+Ol--JH2.--*.1745E2r_-TZ_....OOOE+o02_ 











































































.... DGE .I 5 
____ 
S RAMEI__ RI C 0 UARILATE R A _L _EI .LE_1LT__S_ 
NUBER OF UADRILA TE RI AL..EL E 6 
NUMBER OF DIFFERENT MATERIALS 6


TULL22T_ A EtOQF____ONNDN 
bAT.EgR .At _CO NDUCT- VITY LAtY _S THICKNESS 	 CO._D CJT.Y T.SQR THETA 
0.0 KXY_E
.... BLE -- - -X 	 X -----­
0 . 

3 ...... 0 .. . I IOOOE+01_.__7715E-03. 

3_ 	. . - -..1 .100OE+01__J 715E-'03 0 ... 0. 
_ ._ - 1 , 0.0 0 E..+O 1 ,_7 715 E=D-.__O -o, 	 0 0, 
-. 	
 5 0------ . ,100 E+0,1 7715E,-03 0. O...... .. 0 
._6-----0 	 








- N - I J K L - MATID ..... KG .. .IEDGE ..... ISURF.... 0. 
1. 47 46 40 41- -1---- - o0 - - o_ __o . 
_ 41 40 34 35 2 1 0 0 0 . 

-. 3- 35--- 3 2 . 9.. .i 
 0 0____O., 

-.. 29 28 22 23. 4. 1 0... 0._

5 23 2Z 18 19 5 1 0 .O . .. .. ............ 

-­ 6 19 ._18 . 15 5  - - -­ .Vt -_ 1 . -O - _0. 
SOLUTION PARAMETERS 
TOTAL NUMBER OF EQUATIONS = 58 
SEMI BANDWIOTH. = 11 
NUMBER OF EQUATIONS IN A BLOCK = 58 
NUMBER OF BLOCKS = 1 
T I;7OO% 
79 
LE.MZEK, ATUR E YSLD R 
NODE- NO, ....... O___A._L tj No±2VLL Na+_y&U o+iap LJE


1. ,308296EO3--*,302064EO3_ . 681E+O 3.296-5Et±o.s_*293883.EO3-.... 2 
....6 . .. Z aOm EtO3-- 2z23.572-E+03-,.223054E±03 .z 323E+-qa-.5090O5--E-±Q3_.,.250
..II .1......... -..18O56EO3_____..I3957E+03_LU.I582blE+03193003EO3 
16 * 20EE+03-.... ,165575E+03 
 *159427E+03 ...15O15E+O3 .142965E+03.1I... 

21.__]_.157723E+O3-- .15O87E+03-.150 22E±O3 _l6206E+3-,126453E+03.
.­
26 ...... .127939E+03 ..... 152174E+03...149648E+03-. 147580E+03 .144229E+03 
31 . .114069E+03-.115092E+03-.---*149113E+03-.146887E+03 
...-.. lI5084E+03 
36 -l--.1O065EO3_ ,1O3918EtO3-.JlO4829E±O3 ,1 t t7450E+03_ .o528 E+03 __ 
41... ... 143564E+03--,140622E±03 . 958405E+Oa .966330E+02 .146911E+03 
__ 46 ---.-..... 144759E+03 i_ 143053EO3.-,140133E+03.6_*.95571E+O2 
.902609E+02 
__ 51 -. 848683EtO2 8 5.54F±02 .816228E±OZ____ 8 £ 1139E:Q2____79716 E+02___ 





R IC C U A D RIL AT!E R AL 
 ET 
__-_ 
CONDUCTION FLUXES SURFACE FLUXES 
 EDGE FLUXES

(LOCAL AXES _ (POSITIVE INTO SUPFACE) (POSITIVE INTO EDGE)

ELEMENT OX CY TOP BOTTOM i 




I -.2305E+00 r30 10 0. 0. 0. . _2 -.8840E-01 -.7775E+00 0. 0. 0. 
 0. 0. 0.


... .- 34152-O __-.88862+0 _O. 0.-- 9,. .0. _ _ __0. . . . .. O . . . 
__ 4A -.4254E-01 -. 9997E+00 0. 0. 0 0. ........­0..... 
3 -. 4353E-0_ _-.l1IEtOL . O. O. 0. 0III. 0.._0 
6 -. 1913E+00 -. 1 194 E+O 0 .. , .,-. .0. 0 ... .. . 0-........ . ...
7 -. 3198E+00 -. 7861E+00 0 - 0 .. O,0. 0 . 0,0-.

___ . -.2416E+00 -. 472E+00 -0.0, O _ 0,0____O, 0..


__z,1522E+00 -. 23122+000, 0 ., 0.
ZE

____10 -. 1174+00 
__ _S. _, 0.T --.134BE+00.q . 0... 0._ 
--- 11 .108 5E+00 75592-01 0. 0. . 0, 0,.-Q.__ __0 ­
12 - -.1066E+00 -.2464E-01 0. 0 O, 0,00..... 
-- 13 -. 719bE+O0 -. 894-F-01 0. _Q 0..____ . ... 0._ . .0.. 0.
14 _____.039E00 .0850q9 0. 0, 0._ 0,.---._____O__ 
15 ... .2002E00 .-. 1116C+00- 0. 0. 0 .. 0.... -. 7344E-02 ­
.. 16- .-.1685E+00 -.1079E400o , .. 0. . _ . ... 
_.0.___- 0 .-.7 20 E-O __
17 -,I577vO__r.6860E-01_0._ , 0.0 
 0.__ -. 7074E-02_






._ 19 .-. 51U2E-01 -.78392+00 .0. 
 O0.... 0. . -.547'4E-02 0.. .. .0-..

-20 008lOOE-O _.6093&P000. -- O r._.A63 9 E02__0.____0.-.....







 -.3046E-02 - 0 .. 0.. . 
.__24 .1440E-01 -.2440E+00 _0.____ 
__ 0...____ -.2729E-O2 0. 0.. ..


25 .17912-0] -.1696F+00_0, ...... , -.2499E-02 0. 0.
___0 






















ELEMENT ,---- OX QY.... ... TTOP 
 BOTTOMJ KL I... 

I -.1322E+OO -.9993E-0&_---O...... o .. o.. .. o. ..
2 __1.1359E+0_0_ 1E-0LO ..... 0. O.....=.­
3 .- .1493E+00 -. 5070E-01 0 _ _ 0.. 0.. 0 0 ... .... 0 . 
4 -.Z212E+00 -. 7023E-01. 0 .. .. 0 .. 0.. 0 . 0. . 0 .. 
5_ _-,35OE+O0 .11 9 E+Oo0-_- 0,_ __ _0 O . . . 0 __. 
6 - -. 8146E+00 -. 2068E+00. .-- 0 00.0 0...__0___ . 
0 V E R A L L T I M E L 0 G
 

NODAL POINT INPUT ....... ....... .36


FORM ELEMENT STIFFNESSES ........ .73


FORM TOTAL STIFFNESS ........... .10


IMPOSE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ..... .03


EQUATION SOLVING .. ........ .10


ELEMENT FLUXES ....... ...... .15






SAMPLE PROBLEM 2 
Nonlinear Analysis of a Convectively Heated, Water Cooled Steel Pipe 
84 
y SURROUNDING 
MEDIUM h = 0.0347 
T = 300. 
0, 4­ 4 1X 
= 00. \ TYPICAL ELEMENT 
T = 50.0 
A = 1.08_/ 40.0 
P = 6.49 
Figure 13. Convectively heated, water-cooled steel pipe (sample problem 2). 
INPUT DATA (SAMPLE PROBLEM 2) 
25 THFLI **2 INCH PIPE WITH WATER ** NONLINEAR ANALYSIS 2/13/1976 
52 1 3 2 0 0 0 0.0 
I 0. 0. 0.0 50. 
3 0 Is 0. 0.0 
21 0 10. 0. 0.0 2 
51 0 40. 0. 0.0 2 
2 0 0. l.11 0.0 0.0 
22 0 10. 1.11 0.0 2 
52 0 40. 1.11 0.0 2 0.0 
10 25 1 0 
1 0.0 'I 
0.0584 0.0 3 1.0 2 0 
1 1 3 4 2 1 2 1 1.0750 6.4940 I0.00 0.0 
1.0 0.0 0.03472 300. 
25 49 51 52 50 1 2 1 1.0750 6.4940 10.00 0.0 
1*0 0.0 0.03472 300. 
1 4 THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY FOR TUBE--STEEL 
32. 2.26B 212a 2*167 572. 2.083 932. 1.833 
2 7 SPECIFIC HEAT FOR FLUID--WATER 
32. 1.01 500 1,0 100. 0.998 200. 1.00 
300. 1.03 400. 1008 500. 1.19 
3 7 CONVECTION COEFFICIENT FOR TUBE TO FLUID 
32. 0*0561 50. 0.0584 100. 0.064 200. 0.0693 





PROGRAM OUTPUT (SAMPLE PROBLEM 2)


Z.-J_.ELL._ ICH- P&IIEILWAJER *±lftLl NEARANLYt ZLI3JSU_____ 
-- $UIB EROLNOOAL PO XNS_ A& 
.......... ... 
__ NUMBER- O~f_ELEtlEHfT _LYPE5-_ I 
.. .. .. .. 
NUMBER O..TABLES- = 3-"" 
- ANALYSIS -CODE( NA A)_ ._... 
 . ... "-..... 
___ E0q. Oc--. A A - CtIECILNLy 	 
______________________ 
..... .... 
..... EO, LI NAR,_ 
E-,2 -NONL-INEAR .---.--- - ----- . .. . ... .--.P 	 . ..
.__ ..___p___T_____0 .__._______ 
..... 




EQ--1,.UN EFORMED 	 P--- . .............
---...
 












--- - LERA C1E 
_ ,_ 	1flD. ±.0 	 .... ...__ .. . ..
 
B-DLANK-CCOM_ON TIONSA09f 




NODE BOUNDARY CONDITION-CODE .... . NODAL POINT-COORDINATES--
. .. . .. ..NUMBER -._ X Y.Z MN _.TEMPERATURE 
... ... .... 
___ __. 00. .O.O ... . O.O00.._O ... ... 50.000 .... . 
- .. 0 	 A.00O00----O0_0.0oo.....
 
.o _-- 0.000
-_ L.. 0. I0 0 _ _ .0,0___ , 0 __..?_ ... O O ... 
-- _ O- 0Q - - 0, QQ ,0.0o_ .. 0.000 
--2 2.____ 0O-
______i 1.0 fl±-0D 20AO 90 0 
.. . . A-D .00,0D0 - 1.110 	 D,0.00 _0.. ... 08000 . ... 
GENERATED 
.-NODALfIA__ 
NUMflERL__ T ZJ_.N JEPERATRE.. 
1 	 0.000 0.000 0.000 S,0a 	 00_OOQ-__.--- ?. .,0...s 	 o_. . .]i._o. Q000._ o,
0 o~ 	 0q. ...... 
 
l. 0 0  






---- z.Oon0_____0, OD. ... .POQ 
-.0Q00..6 	 0 2.000 1.110 0.000 
	 0.000
7 	 0




0 3.000 1.110 0.000 0,0C43


.. 0 ______ £.0 2). L______qW_o. o ___ .... 000ooo 
10 
___________4.OQO OOQO000 0.000 
_ 
1i 0 5.000 0.000 0.000 
_0.000 
12 0 
 5.000 1.110 O.000 0.000.. 

13 0 6.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 ....


14 0 6.000 l.L 0.000 0.000


15 0 _7.000 
 0.000 0.000 . -..0.000 -­

__16 0 




 0 8.000 0.000 O0000_________ -- 0.000 

18_ 9- -10 8.0001 0.000 _ _- 0.0)0

19 0 - -
_,00 09.000 0.000 _ -- ,-- 0.000
.000 





21 ...... 0  .. . 10.000 0.000....0.coo 0.000 
22 - _ 0 0. 0.0 0.000 0.000 .0 000 .i1-1.110 
 
23 0 12,o,00 
_-0.O00 0.000 0.000 .... 
24 - - 0 2.000. I,.IIQ 0.000 
- 0,000
__25 0 14.000 -0.000 0,000. 0.000


26 0 14.000 ,110Q 0.000 0.000 __ 
- 27 0 __ 16.000 
___ 0.000 .0.000 .... . 0.000
?a 0 ------- - - --,16.000 - 0.000 0.000-1.110 . o--­29 --- o 0,000-- )9.000. 0o.ooo0.
0- 18.000 
30 .0 .18.000 
_ 1.110 0000_._ 0.000






 0 20.000._____I.iIo0 0.000 
__ 
33 . . . 0 ..... 22.000 - -0.000. .. . 0.000 .- - ­ - -0.000 
34 .0 . . . .22.000 1.1i0... 0.000 ..... 0.000 ___ 
35 - -0 000_____ 0 0 0.000 0.00036 0------.-0-24.000 i.ii01 0.00O 
_ 0.000 
37 ... . 0 26.000 -- -. . 0 - 0.000 -.. - 0.000 
. 38 0 2&.OOQ1.110Q O.000... .____0.000__.


- 39 ------- --- 0 .28,00__ 0.000 ___ 0.000 0.000






.42 .. 0-30.0001 i1i0....0.0 . . 0.000 . 

S43... ....-. 0 . .... . . 32.000 - - 0.000 __ __ 0.000 0.000 

_--41- - - - 0- 32.000- 1.I10.... 0.00. --.- 0.000 -­

45 0 . ................ 34.000 0.000 . 0.000 0.000
46 .. ......... 0 34.000 
. ­ 1.10. . 0.000 0.000 --­
_47 











-.49 .. 0 38.000 0.000 0.000 .-.- .. 0.000 
_50 0 38.000 i.10 0.000 0.000 
51 
52 .0 








 OLL TAELA_-_ A J.L _F__LE_.LNT . . .


-UMSER OF THERMAL-FLUID ELEMENTS__- i.. 
 ....... .. . . ... 
- NU-,BER OF_ I1ERi AL- FUID_PRO PER fES . 




.. . ........ .T U B E. A 11 I_-)- -. P-O L T _ U _ -
PROPERTY CONDUCTIVITY CONDUCTIV-T.Y-- ONVECTON-CONVECTION 
_CONVECTION__SPECIFIC,-- SPECIFIC _VISCOSI.T.y___.
__ID . K_ .-. A811. L__ E-XPOENT .JABLF..--- EA. HEATTABL.AJABLE...... 
Q- - --_ - - ,,5 8A.0 E_-.Q I_ p__.,---- ,-O E.--_+-01 .O.. 1 
. . . .






S QQNDoUCTNT CgLONVjC TJ0N M A S.JFL0 ... INL ET
 

N I j K L PID KG ISURF AREA PERUME TER R AT E__PRE____.__R E


1 1 3 4 2 1 2 1 .1075E401 t94E+01jQtP0_________ 	 
______ 
10.O 0-E
O-- 1+ SURF0. ....... HK.3472F -OFNP= .3000E+03 L . 3472E-01_ TE1iP L-_.. 2L-
_ !_3Q.QOEO 

2 3 5 6 4 1 2 1 . .1075f +01 - - .6494E+1. 1 00+02 . - ..... -... . 
wAF I00 _0 	_SREQt 0= ___. ±-.3_41 2E.­ 30.E t 03. HL= 	 0 0 0 E_... .. 0L._IF P K .. 3 ,347-2 E-O1 TEM-P-.-3





-AF-=.._ I 009-E_+_O I__S U_)FOL_ 0. 	 40 _E -0-_O/T.i- ____, Z_Q).QQ.O3___HL_!___ 3 V 2ZE- 0 1 JT EMiRLn .3-- 0 60 E t-0 3_- _ 
4 7 9 _10 8 1 ...


AF- I000E+01 SURFO; 0.- H.. .47ZE-01'TMPK---.300O.E+03 




65i 1I 1 10 1 . Ii07560U .6494E+01 - .IO00E+02 0.

_----_ 
_E--O_______PKH--  ..... 300_0E+3-HHLLE-OET1PTL=_.03+03 
_ 
AF- HL 3472E-01 TE!IPL- - --. 3000E+03 ­
6 11 13 14 12,_ I &. 1075E+01.6494E+01 .1000E+0 20 0-. ­
- AF__ 1000+0-i SURFo O, ----- -HK, 37ZE-0l.TEMPK=.. 3000OE+03 - HL!. 3472E-01 TEMPtL.-.3000E+03 " 
I-, "- 13 	 16 1 1._-±__O_.+41 ... ....... ... . . .... - z7 0D L _O.. . . 
'-A F- .10002E+01 SURFO-	 ~42-0 TEMKFP ­-0. .3000E+03 HLC .3472E-01 TEIPL. 36.00E+03-­
0­
8 15 -17 -18 16 -1 2~ 1 1075F,+01.-	 .6494F+01 91.OOE+0& 0.r- ­

=







9---17--_19_.-2 0- 18.. _A . .... jQ7 -__6 9 D C-O. E+0 . 0 ... 
_ 
- 10E+1-SURFQ---.-H0-_---_H t72EOLO-TiEM.--..3OE+03--H-L-
-. 3472E-01 TEPPL---.3OOE+O3 
--­
-O 19_. 21.... 22 - 20-.. - -. 2- __ .LO2.5E±-+.O 0l- 69.6E+0O .IOOOE o02__O....-.- .

- AF- .00E0SURF .0,. IK_ 3 ZE01-.TEP.K-... 30OE+O3__HL-s. EO. TEMPLr..,ZO0OE±03-....

_1 i 21 23 24 222 - .1 1075E+01-...6494E+O-_IO00E+02-0.




.IZ__ 23 -. 25 ...- !_1o_,iO. tO_ 6 _49E4O1... .IOo E+O2_O -.. ... .

2&  . 
AF- I00OE+O SURFO.- 0........ HKI'--...3472E0-- . EMPK=---. 300OE+03. _ HL.- .3472E-01 TEMPLF - . OOO- 03-..­
13-. 25 - 27 28 _Z6 . -i.--?.--... .1075E+01_.6,94E+Ot.-ooE+ozEo. _/-_­
..AF- .lOOOE+0l-_ SUREQ-----.. Ka 72E--O --TEMPK .0 .3000E+03-.­




 EzLJ. EMRK 30 E1±0il-. 3--tAt1&ErO -EILp -..3 0o To . 
-.- 19 -31-32--30 
_ 1 1L ,10 E1o .6h9_Lt__.1OQDE L02_. 
____ 
-
--AF - 0.IOOE't01 - SURFO. 0K. .347ZE1--lTENPJEM-__---.-300QE2-Q3-.H-L-
.. 3472E-01' TEMPL%__,3000E+03-.... 
-16- 31 ---33 34. 32 -- & 1 --. 1075E01-.64-94E±O01.100OEI 02o. 
-AF- -_.1000E+01SURFQ.-..... B[=.. 3 -7 E-O---I£ P ---300-E-+ 3-l- 3 7 E-0L-TE1 PL L__,3000E 3_ 
-17 33 - .35-- 36 ....1 .... 2 -- lO.75&±Ql--b 9_ E+O __.1OOOE+02._O.-.-.. ..

_AL_. . Q i_0 L__-PF0 0 HK- * sa"z.IL.T ±iPj_= ..300 +_3 -L .H2K-1 __TEMPL_ .... 3000E+03





AF'" ".1000E'01 "SUg- -0.- HK" .3A7 TC-MPK 
 .3002+03 H .3472E-01 TEPLPL = .3000E+03


-P493J7 3.9 40__. 1L_21I ._j&0_15tt_01 ,kkSA94-EtOL..,i0o06.A02 -0. ....


AF- .100E+01 SURFO,' 0. HK- .3472E-01 TEIPK- .3900UC H3L._.,3_41ZE-_O T2P..,30-0Q 0+3-_


20 39 41 42 40 1 2 1 .1075F+01 .6494E+01 .10002+02 0. 

-0O o- S00-E.---__H 7 ToMP -. .3 -002+03-- -t ..34 7 - o _T2 P .3-06_ 0 ­
-A_ *-l---- _  5 . 
_--- * -41- --- 44 42z 1_I_ ..... L..494 .100.EO.L: 2 .t0o................_______ 
AF- .7000E+O SURF .-' HK- .3472E-0, _TEMPK-. .3000E+03 HI - .32E72-0I - TEMPL . 3000E±03.. 
-- 2 43 .45 4 44 J2,0_t 1 4k+ I E.Q000E± 0.. 
 ....
 
AF- .1O00E+0 SURFO- 0. HK- .3472 -01 TEMPK- .3000E+03 HL- *347 T-LEMPI- .3OO 03






AF---.10006+03 SURFQ- . ------ HT-.377- pK!-.30Q00+03- JAL; ...3472E-0._T.EM.L_ .3000E±03_EM 
- .24 7 4---50.--48 -.-1- 2.. ... 1075E01.649.4El .IOOOE-_+02-0.9 ­
..AF - .100E+01-- SURFQ-0._0,___ H__H ._,3A72E_- I1-T2MP.-.3000E+03 HL.-- .3472E-01._TEMPL-_._.3000E+03-... 
S5 ---49 -- 51....52-- 50. --- ____*,I_075E-±01.-6194E±0-...i00OZ-0-.-... 






M A T 2 -R I- A L P R. 0 -P-ER-TJT-E-,S--.T-ABES~ 
-
JA B L EN UMBER L_ LU-E&liA L&CQURL LVJL-Yffl&JUABEZSiT E.Elh 
0f-T.EdMP ----L~ERTY TEMP, c R OPEM-LiE P 2PEnRLRLL.TY- ___Elirn-.&--R~oaPE..Y_ 
- 32.0 .2208E+01j, --212.0 .267E+ol, -5.72.0- .20832±01,--932.0- .1833E-O1, 
- -- JA BL LW UNBE'R--2 - ELC.-H TZ IDa L 
___
lEQ ± T 
J--TEMNP * -P8RPET.Y TF M- PRIPEKTY-TIJEAR. LEN PROPEZ- E S rx.R.S.RD 
2.0...OO+Ot 5.-lO~-I 10~l.~OtO20-. 1-oE+Oi, 
- -- E±k, S T 20 103 F±Ql ------ 5 -sO- aao QiE_______-0-1__Q Q I3EQP40 0~Q
- TABLE-NUMBER 
. 3- £rO4lE'-FC..IfIL.D.OEIIC LENI lJU EOTL L 
-- &T EMP PR0 PER C PWJEI 
-- PR OPERTfl--TJEtIM.._OP ERYLL-E1Th PROP ER-T 
--­ 3 ? .,0 5 61O Q - 5 0 . Qt 5-A -Q-Ftz-P P-It P0s tkA 9LOQE. L jL rJ0jD-O Qa E --0 1 
-­ 0_ 0. . - 6940E 0-,­ - OQ.O .-­ 70 E= . - . 
_ _ - _ _ _ 
S 0 L UTI 0 N P A R A M E T E R S 
TOTAL NUMBER OF EQUATIONS : 52 
SEMI BANDWIDTH = 4 
NUMBER OF EQUATIONS IN A BLOCK = 52 
NUMBER OF BLOCKS = 1 
94 
- -
TE 1PRLJRLLF C T fl R--­
- . - 500000C+02-,.15050E+O3--.533261E1O-O&.154457Et03-__ 566534E+O&,­
1 66914E+O2-,159973E+3--.691989E+O2A__16168OE+O3__.721716E+O2~ 
.16 --. 163A12E+03---.7§1953Et202. 65151E+3-.78855E+2.-,-.16'85E+O3 
--- 2l-----.e1O31OE±O2 ____l18-8E±O-3,8t,835E±O2___.172001E-03.--922465E+02,­
_26_ ------ 175318E+O3 .976060E±:O2-_.a1785q9Eto3-.10O2887+03--18170E+O3­
__31 .107969E+03---_.164767E±3-.12982E+03.-*187?SE+03.117801E+O3­
___36 _- 4 190667E+03_.,12a560E+04 _ -9%3±3__.219+03.160E3 
41 .131647+03 .198942E+03 -__.135977E+03
_ .2O153E+3__14263E+O3__ 
__4__ *2O't04E+03.144357E+03 -. 206296+03. .1e83972+O& 
___ 208172E+03­
_5_1- - _ .152 198 E±0 , 0tQ3 -- _ __ __- ___--_____ 
LAL RGE ST CH AN G tLOQQOO.OtERSENLALUOE&.E N _T______ 
-­
___ 
T E M .P E -R AT -U RE -- V E C TOR 
 
_ 
NONLINEAR ANALYSIS ITERATION NUMBER 2


NCDE NO. NO VALUE NO+1 VALUE 
 NO+2 VALUE NI+3 VALUE NO+4 VALUE, ­

. 5 00000E+02-_ . 1,47180 E-±P . _._5-355 5E+02 ,14 58E +o- . 571364E+02 
__6 .146556 EO3_Q5 ,-O-5 E±D2- 98-6.0E+_Q3 *-_,63_9-999E±O ___.151359E+03 




16 .156340E403 -. _ 771548E+02 .158056E+03 
__ ,802763E+02. ,159773E+03 
__ . _ . 83484ZE±P2 6t4 8 6_E *+_9-J2 LE±_1 92E+.0L,_9677E +oz 
26 ___..- 1829 E+03 .-10125O.E 033-s 1716 31_OU__IOz1E+&3 ,1749y7E+03
31 .112807E+03 .178353E±03 .11826.±O3 .181673E+03_ . 123480E+03 
­
..... 36 ,I8 9 17 E to 
_8.t8- 89 Et-0F3_ _ l 33569 E.+ 0-3- - v191178 E+O 3 
4__1 ,-- 94190E+03__ .143103E+03_- 4I97109E+03 .,147717E+03.138451E+03_ ­
...46 . . .199918E+03 .152095E.+03 t,ZO?53QEt3 ... 156?42E+03_, 
-o20?720E 03
.OS U__.iL t7____ ,.29_52T2?.±D 
+0
_ 







-- ~IJ O.NL NE AkANAL iL5_ilEA±ONLNJMB PR 3 






11 - - .6733902+02-.152573E+03-_.J707179Et02 U*-54245E±0o3.39312+o2 
 
-16 .----- 155 9 49+03.-772271Et2oa.157667E+03 .6O35,69E+02-__.-159388E+03 
­
21. 23546ECZ ,AJ.~h~Q3 9 9.7zeEoa _1645.50E_±Q3 _ _958045F+02__ 
-.- .167969E+03jo,2  165aE:Eo3 .171395E±03 __..107429E+03 4__174838E+03 _
.31 *112958E+03-.178238E2±03-.118416E2±03-_.181575E+3-,123638E+o3.. 
--- __6- ___18's832EtP3 jZ89~j2EQt Q 14--laOIE-0Oa-,33734E±03 -,191113E+03
41. - -- 13861E03-d94135E+o3-.143272E+3.1-q97063E: oa .147889E4+03
46 - .199881E+03- .152268E±03__.20?..2E03 .1565qsE+3_.246gE+o3 
_________1606?IE±DO3 
- - LARGEST CHANE__.2.7295512+00. PERCET --TUNODEZ 
-__ 
T E M P E R A T U R E V EC T O R
 





"NODENO. NO VALUE NO+1 VALUE NO+2 VALUE NO+3 VALUE NO+__VAL.ED__­
- .1. - ..... ,500000E±02__k71E58E 03.__ ,.535625E±tQZ.,I47l163.EO3 *,571557E±02-. 
6 _.18136 EO3 0565E +02 .Ja EQa- A6___-03P ±02-., 150943 E + 03 -6• 
11 .. ,673414E+02 --- 152553E+03..707207E+02 .. 154226E+03 .739343E+02 
-772309E+02 .... 803610E+02 ,J 59370E+O3
16 .155930E+03 ----- . .157649E+0321 ,35792E+02 .161089E+03 .897330E+02 a16A5±9O,9581O7EtO2 
-- 26 . .. 16257Et3__.__Ob6E±O3 
-1713DEQt+.t -- 0-_736E±O__ ,174835E+03._ 
31 ,112965E+O3 t.78237EtO3-.-lJ842ZE±O3_.181575EO3___ 23645E+03 
36 .184832E+03 .128809E+03 .18 5E±O3 ,13Z7OE+O3 ,.i1I1113E±D3 
---41 - ,I--25E+O3 __ o194136E+03__,I3279E+03__..197064E+03 
... 7895E+03 
__ 46 .199883E+O3_ . 152274E+03-,zOa503E±O3___ d,_56604E+03 ,204701E+O351 ,bO06Z7EtO____.ZD527F__5___~ 
_______ 
_ 
- LARGEST CHANGE-.140769E-OPERCENTATO E 2 ..... ....... ....







__0 	N ." 0 T--0 N -- L i _ L--L -L D L 9 L-I-SLN_. Sti-- -_ 
-
ATHk FL _UXYES_ _ -FLU_ 	 1-0-, P. RAE S5..UR_ E A--- ____ 
ELEMENT.- FLUID ... TU$E .. . E NAL...._ FRIC ION_P.RES.SURE _.FLOW ACCELERATIO-4 .. . PRESSURSo_ _PPE5SURE___ 
HEAT FLUX -CONDUCTION- CONVECTION FLUX....-- .. OROP-.....- .. PRESSURE ORP.....ODE-.._0OE-J... 
I .5170E+03 -. 9491E400 .3.5 2 .- 0-- 0. _- _ _. 
2 --. 5535E+03. -. 4283E+01 _..3435Et02 _____0.-S.. . . -- -__-_Q_ 
3 .5884E+03 -. 3061E+01 __ .3409E+02 0 .. . .. 0. . . 0.... __ 
S .62Z27F+03 -.3519E+01 .3378E+02 - 0. 0. 0 .. . 
- - 5.. .6565+03__-t37ThE+OL._..3343E +02 P. ..... 	 . . . . 0.o.......__ 0... . .


-6 .6898E+03 -=.3922E+01._ .3306+0 2... 0....... 0. .. ... 0 ........ 
7 .7226E+03 -. 3992E+01--- .3266E+02 0... ..... ...- - --......... ...... 0........... 
- 8.7551E+03 _.i029 OI_..Z9EOZ._O. _O.-- ..... 
-_ 9 - .7871E+03 -. 4031E+01 .3190EO0.... ... 0. .. O... . . .. .. 
10 .8187E+03 4-.4026 E+0..3151Ef02 2.__. -0.... 0. .... O .... . 
1 .865.E+O3.3401..0.3.1E t10I_.618 61+_02 - 0. 0._ 0. _ ___0. 
12 .9261E+03 _r.00 5 E+01__ .6032E+OZ O.O___ 0. 0... ....... 
13 .9855.E+03 -.4014Ol _.5877E402 __ O .. . .0. - 0____ O. 
-. - .... .044EO 0 _-,4031+OI._.57ZC +O2 0 .. 0._ ... 0. __ 
15 1LOGE+04 - -. 556"E+02 0 O .....1 3975+01 -. 0.0.... ...... . 0... 
16 .1155E+04 -. 3901E+01 .. 5416E+02 0 .0........... ... 0. O. 0 ..... 
......-- .10--8,10,E+805.=,3eO±tOl....5267+020__._.Q. 	 0. 0.__S18 . 1160ZDE+04 .-.3710E+01,- .b122E 02 __O. O0._ . . .. O, .
 .. 






21.... 6.....14080O._ 	 0. _O.__-.z,34E+01_,A708E+0Z _O,
22 154...... -. 332_88E +0_1 -._ 45 7865E0_____O. 0__,..... . 0_.. . .0.___E4+ 04 

3 19,9gE0+19 65402 .0.
Z . _. 3056E -L.,44 q___E+_Z -o-_. 	 0. -__0 .0. 
. 	 24 .1543E+04 -,Z562E+01..-.434TE+00 O, .. .... .... ... .. 
25 .1585E+04 -,1231E+0 1 _4274 +0a - 0. ___0__ 0 __ _O.. __O. 
0 V E R A L L T I M E LOG


NODAL POINT INPUT .............. .15


FORM ELEMENT STIFFNESSES ....... .49


FORM TOTAL STIFFNESS......... .93


IMPOSE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ..... .06








TOTAL SOLUTION TIME ............ 1.93


pEYpRODUcIBih1TY OF THlE 









T = 50.0 
= 41.0 
'FIN-EFFICIENCY, 
TOP WALL, Tj = 500. 
fl= 1.0 
























































Figure 14. Simplified heat exchanger (sample problem 3).


INPUT DATA (SAMPLE PROBLEM 3) 
SIMPLIFILO HEAT EXCHANGER *EAT*N x,*NONLINEAR**MEMOWIAL DAY, 1976


51 1 6 2 0 0


1 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 3 250.


49 1 40.0 0.0 0.0 3 250.


2 1 	 0.0 0.75 0.0 3 50.


5 0 2.5 0.75 0.0 3 0.


50 0 40.0 0.75 0.0 3 0.


3 0.0 1.50 0.0 3 500.


51 1 40.0 1.50 0.0 3 500.








0.2513 0.0 I 0.7 2 3














1 	 12 FLUID TO WALL CONVECTION COEFFICIENT -}(ETU/FT2SF)


A0.0 0,2513 i)6.80 0.2627 53.53 0.2737 60.15 0.2848


66.77 0.2956 73.29 0.3066 79.75 043175 86,15 C.3284


92.49 0.3397 98.77 0.3501 105.00 0.4011 105. 0.4011


2 6 SPECIFIC HEAT - C SUB P (BTU/LBM-Fl


-50.0 0.63 0.0 0.675 60.0 0,735 120-0 0.805


140.0 0.84 220.0 0.850


3 20 FLUID VISCOSITY - MU (LBM/FT-SEC)


-50. 0.2450 -41D, 0.1350 -20.0 0.05213 0.0 0.02352,


20. 0.01220 40. 0.007299 60.0 0.004649 80.0 09003049


1oo. 0.002081 120. 0.0015 1 130.0 0.001395 1.8.0 0.001269


140. 0.001243 [42. 0,001219 160.0 0.0009878 180.0 0.0007849


200. 0.0006248 220. 0,0005131 240 0 0.0004394 300.0 0.0002960


4 II FRICTION FACTOR - F


40.0 0.01228 46.80 0.01192 53.53 0.01161 60-18 0.01133


66,77 0001109 73.29 0.01174 79,25 0,01142 86.15 0.01109


92.49 0.01072 98,77 0,01040 105.00 0.01012


9 8 FLUID DENSITY - RHO fL8M/FT3)


-50.0 70.0 0.0 69.1 50.0 68.2 100. 67.15


150.0 65.8 175,0 65.0 200.0 64.25 225. 63.5


6 4 THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY, K-(BTU/SEC-FT-F)
 

32.0 0.02194 212. 0.02306 392. 0.02444 572, 0.02563


PROGRAM OUTPUT (SAMPLE PROBLEM 3)






C- N-T_...L..___La F n R I I 0 N 
----- NUMBE - NOO AL 





_ _NUIB ERLOLL E.ENJTJ2_.ES I








-- - EQ, .0r-- tLIA_A ECJUORP2. _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
...- E0.1, LINEAR__­


















MAX IMUM _I_TERAI.IONS___'_ 6_

TD.ERA CE 	 - , OOFOO

-_ANL.QN ONLOC A.I O 1S09_6Z_ 
NODAL POI _INPTAQA..A_ 
-NODE _ I__BDUNDARY_CON.LTI C.OD E N0 DA LO LNISN RDI{TRA FT		 T 




9 490 000 .. Q SQ 0.0._ .... S.,0 .00-
S1 	 Q.AD}0I W3__O O00 ._ 
2 	 1 0.000 .750 0.000 3 50.fQ._ 
SA, 0 ,5_QI _ 0 ,0__ __3 ,___,O0__
-_50. _n 	 L_ 0 a_ 'Z5__L.- _---A ,00_oQ 3. _-OO .... 
1 0.000 1,500 0.000 3 5Q_, 000......... 
__ 0,.0O. - --- 50.0 On0__0_ .. 500.000 
-fiENERAT Ef.-IOOAUD AlA 
-NIWi-ER _ __.___T 	 X Y Z EMLPERATURE-­
1 1 0.000 0.000 0.000 5.0 
? 0QQ 4__ . 50.00023 1 o00_____0000 
- 500.000 
4 1 	 2.500 OOOO o0o .5OOAQ_,O.O. 
5 o _Z.J ________,3 ._.... .000_ .... - . Go 
6 	 2.500 1.500 0.000 500.000 




8 0 	 _o_7 0 .o 0 ___ .o0Q.00 
9 1 500 5 . .... 0000 ..... 500.000


10 1 7,500 0000 0.000. 250.0O


11 0 7.500 .750 0.009 0.000


12 1 7.500 1.500 0____ 500. 000 _ __


13 1 102P0.0_ 	 0.0 OkQP__CL0.00 ____ 250 . 00 0,­

1i 0 10.000 .750 0.000 O.0C


15 10.O-tL000_1.500 . . ..0.000 -___ 500.000 ­

16 ..- 12 ..... 00 . 00 00. ........
50 - .. 5o.0OO


17 0 12.500 .750 0.0 0.000 __


I__ .I - 12.500 1.500 . . . 0.000. ......0 0. 00


19 1 15.00000. - 0-0-0-.0.00.000 250.000


20 0 	 15.000 .750 0.000 ____ ____ 0.000 

21. 1 . . 1.500---- -0.000 500.000


22 1 .... 17.500 ..... 0.000 ------ 0.000 -- 250.000 ­

23 0 17.500 .750 0.000 0.000


24 17.500 1.500 _ 0,000-_ 500.000__






0 2o.oQo .750 0.000 . 0P

27 --- --- 20.000 _1.500.. 0,000 -.. bO0.000


28 .. . . . 22.500 0.000 0.000- - -- ,,-.. 250.000 - _


29. 0 R&.500 .50 - .000 - -_ 0.000 
- 30 1 22.500 1.500 ... 0.000. 500.000 __ 
31 .1 . .- 25.000 - *0 . ...... 0. 000-- - ----- 250000 __ 
32-32 0 25,900 .70 -_ 0000-..... 0.000 
.. 33 ...----.. . 25.000 105 0 0 -- .000 -- 500.000 
34 1- -,--- ,--- -27.500 -- - -0.000 0.000 - 250.000 
__3 	 0 27.500 .750 o.QO .--0.000 _ 
36 ...... 1 27.500 1.500 - 0.000 . 500.000 
37 -. .... . . - 1 .. 30.000 --- - 0.000 .. . 0.000 250.000


380 0 00ooQ__ 75o o0-0 .. 
 0.000
.- .. 0. 

-.q9 .. . ...... ... 1$0,.000 	  1 00......
 . 0.000--- -- 500.000


40 .... 1 -00 3.... .--. . .000 0 0000.- 250.000 

41 0 32,500. .750 _ 0.000 - - 0.000 

42 ... .11.. 32.500 .. . . 1.500 . 0.000.. . .. ... 500.000 ( 
-4-13 35.000 -- - 0._000 o-oo0..000--.. 250.000

44 -- - -0 35.000 - . ... .750- 0,00 0.000
 ­

_ 45 - . .... 1 35.000 -- 1.500 0.000 500.000 t


46 	 1 . .. 37.500 .0. 000 -- - -0.000 -.- 250.000 
47 ---- --. Q 37.500,___ _750__ 0.000-----. - 0.000 -­

__48 . .. .. . 1 37.500 ......-1.500 0.000. 500.000 __
119 1 . .. .. .. .0 0 0 .. . 0000 ... 00 . . .250.000


50 - ____________ _ 0.750 0.000 ---

S. 0 O 0 0 .750 .------.0.000 
 .0.000
 
51 	 1 .. . . .. . 40.000,.... . ... 1.500-.. . .... 0.000 -. ..... 500.000 __ 
T W 0 - D IM E N S-_1-0 N" L-_L_ _-_.R A_-PLLLO-..&L - . T--. --­
_NUMBER OF THERMAL-FLUID ELEMENTS __ 16 ......... . ...... 
NUMBER OF THCRMAL-F LVIDP3OPER.T.E-S-L 
- __._ 
__I Nt EJNALI~fN_ _ _ _----_ _ _-_ _ _ 
THERMAL-FLUID PROPERTIES .... . .. . . . -.. 

- F _UJ _D__ _N_ R T.I J: _ __ 
PROPERTY COND-UCT-IVITY CONDUCTIVITY -CONVECTIOU._CONVECTION 
-CONVECTION- _SPECI FIC___ SPECIFIC-__VISCOSIY._ 

_ _JD ... .ALL __ _L__ _ EZ201{E±LTBLL REAT HEAT JABLEJABLL_ 

_____6.2._...._. ZaEOE.i)t, ,513EO...Q__, 
_hQoOEtOO "-"__. 
C 
EL EMENT UIPUT DATA -. 
FIN FIN 
-
AREA T OTTOM ,ASSFOW ILET 









13 - 14 
19 20 
9 6 5 1 3 
_2 9__3 
15 1 2 .0-1 
1&jB__ .-----.---... 1.....3_..21 18 17 1 - 3 .....­
.3000E+00 .100201 .1000E+01_.700t+O0 .7000C+00 .41O4F020 00 ±OO_. . OO O +O 1_1, 0 OO+ 0 1 -.70 00 k+O . -,.7000 E+ 0 0 .4 04 8O0 
IO i OEo.300-F+OO 0 E.O 1..... 10 O E -+O .7000L 00 . 70OE +00 . 0Q4_ 
,3OOO2+00 1,00OC+0....,1000E+01 -_ .7000F+00....,7000E+0O._....1c4E.023000F+00­ .1000E+01 .10002+01 .70005+00 -. 7000E+00.. .4104'E0Z 
0._--O ........ 






22 23 24 21 20 1 - 3 ..... .3000+00 .I00E+01 - 1000.+01 .7000+O0 -. 7000F+O0 o.41042O? 0. 
192 20 Z7 2 .1__ZJ1.1 3 3000E+00 .1O000E 0 1_.IOOO +01 . 7000+00__.7000+00 - .104E+02 0,_ 
22. 2 -30 271 20 1 3 .3000E+00 IOE000F+01_ .100+O01 _ .7000E+00... ,700C2+00_..4104r+0 .0. 
31 __.... 335 _30__.29_ _1..3 _-Z.3000E+00.--.OQ.000t+O1 .1000F+0 .7000C+00 ._,7000b900-­ .4I +I ? 0.--------. 
9.­ 5 24 -5 9­ 30-- Z- 26­ 3-­ .3 E2000E±+ 1---0.2+100 0E+1-0 01..700EO+00-­ 7000+00 
-




















.70002+00 .. 7000[+00. 















3000E+0 .... OOOE+0] -. 1000 -1.70 +L -07000+00--.10420 01 .7000E+00 .. o7000E+00 .410'E+02 .0...... 0. 
16 46 49 !0 51 48 - 47 .,1 --- 3 -...-­ 3000E+00 ­ ..I0002.01 - .1000E+01 .7000E+00 -.7000E00 .4104[+02 0. 
C 
MlA T E R.I A --. P R.0P--E--R__ ES.Z....__..&.P .. . . 
STA BL E NUMBER .. -_ __FLU ID-.TOWALLCON VFC"_QONC OEEF II.E T i-.Uz BTULF-T2SF I 
Y__ROERTL.._. TEMP., L R PT Y--- TEMIP. PROpLES T Y- ___EV±ZSPROPRILE.XY__7-EM 2..--. 
40.0 .2513E,0O,0 46.8 .2627E+00, 60.2 , .21O4BE-o0,.

-- .. 8. - 2956F00, . 73.3..366_0O .. Z9,....3175EOO, .86,2....3Z84EP00,._

92.5 .3397E+00, . 98.8 -. 3501E+00, ..... 05.0 .4O11E+gO.__.105.0 --.. 4011E+00,

-"---TABLE.NUrBER .- '.---SPECIFIC._.E_-AT- C.SU.B P-_(.BTU/LBMrF) " -
-. 
TEP --- PROPERTY_ .3_EMP . '_PR0PERTY.--.JEMP.----fROPESTY.J-R.- PROPERTY 
-50.0 -. 6300E+0o0___ 0.0 ,67502±0, 6_0.0 7Z350E+tO00i _.20.0-- .80502+00,140.0 - 84O0-00 
--. 220.0-. 500E+00__ 
. . - TAIBL E NQMU ER... 3 -- CL T- _L I/.- SEC__. 
-'" 
.­-- _TE P-PP _RTY EM P - PPRP.RT Y TEMP. PROPERTY±"..EAP. ____p CpERT-. 
24
-- - 00 _-. 0E+00, . 40. 0___.1350E+00,-__ .0 ___.5213E-01,__ .0.0 ---. 2352E-01, ­20.0 _..1220E-01, 4O.0 _.729,9 E-O.L 60.,.0 .-4649E-02, ___80.0 . 3049E-02,-.
100.0 .20B1E-02. 
- 120.0 ... 1581E-02, .... -. 1395E-02,_- 139.0130.0 .1269E-0d,
140,0 .1243c-02, 142.0 _.1219-02, .160.0 .9878E-03, ... 180.0-.8 9E-03,
o00.0 __.248E-03,_ 20. Q.__.. 5 1 3 1E=03,_ 24.O._..4394E-0 3, 100.0 .?960-03, 
TABLE NUBBR .. 4 - FICTION -FACTOR - F 
- TEM ---- R-OPERTY TF:JP. __.P.RPE.RTY_. TEMP. _PPERy . TEMP. PROPERTY 
4 0 0 
-- t- .. 73u.3--- Qt. 5±X Il-01.Q. .173-01, 
_ - o..~..li0E-O .... ,73..__]174E-0..79,3 .Q 1ZE-01, .. -6.2 _..1109C-01, -92.5 .1072E-01 c;.8 .1040E-01, 105.0 .1012F-01, 
T3LE -NUMBER 5 




 TEMP. PROPERTY TEMP. PROPERTY TEMP. 






__ 1OO .715E+02, _ 
---150.0 __.6580E+02; 
 17__5.,._0 .6500E+.02 2_000 ;6. _6't250_U t- 225.. 6,6350E+02 
TABLE NUMBER 6 




 21RW2JO L.--,_E RRT E
0E1. 
 06 ____L. 
 J_ O8ER-0
  j_ 
2 .930 2 1SA_ EQ, 2 1L..0,2306EOsI 3AaIU .- 2A4 E 1.5 2,0_.258_3Er01,li_ 
SOLTO AL-kEA2Aw'E T F 2 SNSnF 
SEM T 8A N, ALL&TII 






NONLINEAR ANALYSIS ITERATION NUMBER 1


"NODENO. . NO VALUE NO+1 VALUE NO+2 VALUE NO+3 VALUE NO+4 VALUE2 
I .250000E+03 .5000QOE+02 .500000E+03 .250000E+03 .603029E+02


6 .500000E+03 .250000E+03 .702241E+02 .500000-+03 .250000E+Q3


-II. _- .798882E+02 .500000E+03 ____250000E+03 ..,89895E+02-.500000E 03 
16 .250000E+03 .982547E+02 ---. 500000E+03 .250000E+03 .106975E+03 
21 .500000E+03 .250000E+03 .lJ54ZBE+03 .5000Q±3,_.250000E+03 
___26 ..... ,123653E±03 __,00OOOOE+03-.250000Et03 t-131-302EO3__.5500000E+03 
__31 .250000E+03 _.139294E+03_ .50000O0+03 ,250000E+03 .....146777E+03 
__36 .500000E+03 .250000E+03 .153961PF+Q3 . QOQOOF+03 .250000E+03_ 
.. 41 - .160981E+03 .500000E+03 .250000E+03 .167715E+03 . .500000E+03 




LARGEST CHANGE.,1000000E+03 PERCENT AT NODE-5--. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .


- ____ NONL~IO$Eh3. ANALYSIS LTE-RATION NUMBER 2 
-NODLNO., - 0 A M±VL lOLAALA±tkQ 1~YLU,­
1--.250000E+03-- .500000E+02.-.500000E03-.25000E03---,637866+o2 
6-- .500000E+03 .2Z50000E±0L3 .,773?b5E+02-500000E2t0-3. .50000E+03. 
-11 9908493E+02 
___ 500000E+03--.250000E+03__ .J004E+03.500O0E+o3 
16 250000E+03-.1171!8E3.-500000E+03-.2500002+03.-- .132354E+03,-






8 967,73E2±03 .5000002±0o3 __.250000E+03 
41--.--.20520764E+03 ____5000OOE+03--,250000E±03____,214176E+03.-,SOO0oOEiO3 
4C.2500--,00+03-____22276Et3- 50000E±3. 250000E±03,22981E+o3 
------ LARGEST~~~~~ C L E ~~~~ ----­HAG.2748jO E L O 1---------­
-J - 76458 ±Q- - .T- - - A 
T E M P E R A T U R E V E C T 0 R


NONLINEAR ANALYSIS ITERATION NUMBER 3


NDE-NO.. NO-VALUE NO+ VALUE 





 .500000E+02 .00Q00E+03 
-.25O000E+03 
 .6377032E+02
6 5 0.00 0E+03 .250000E+03 .775219E+02 .5Q000E+03 .250000E+03. 
1I . .913021E+0? 
-. 500000E+03 
___ .250000E+3.-_,104910E+03 
- -. 500000E+03 
16 .250000E+03 .119341E+03 .500000E+03 .250000E+03 .132569E+03 
__ 21 00 .250000E+03 .14ql95E+03._ 590000 EJ+3 m_250000E+03_.5 000E+03 
 
26 .156443E+03 .500000E+03 




-- 31 .250000E+03 .177872E+03 5Q0000E+03 
 .250000E±03. .187821E+03


















TLE.M .P_ E R A T. -U..-__.________C__T______ 
.. - NONLINEAR ANAkLYS LS__IE AJI_O_NUM.ER.____ 
.NOOE NO. N-O-- VALU.E _ 4_-W±-LJLA_LUKL___N ZL,$_ ....._OD±3.L4L ER ± _V.ALUE_1 
.~~~~~ 00 0 E+ 0o E+ -- 02--..Lis----50 0 0; 0-0-E + 0 3 .... 250 0 0 0 E +0 3____-_ 6E3-7 7 0 6 E + 0 2 











21 .5 00000E +03_ ,.Z5Q000 E_+_Q 3 * q-4,93.Q E±0_3_,500000 E+03.z-. 250000 E+03
2_a6 
 156475E+03_ 500000 E±_03--o-2.50000 E.±.O 3___.167530E+03. 500000 E+035 . 
31 250000E+03___. .177901E+03 .500000E+0a3 .

 250000E+03 . 178749E+03


__ 03 ,36 0 05000 E +tQ _0 E 0 ___ 17U 71 E± 0*3_ 5000 00E+0 3____ 5250000E+03' 
- 1 .-- -..206129E+03.. - 500000E+O3_ 








-. 222584EO3 .500000E 3 .250000E+03 . 23012E+03 
51_ 
___.500000Et03 




-EtLI L.E__ _-_-__-_ _ KL tE0"AL"_ '--:Q-_P R-E____. -_U J...A_

El-EMET - FLUID .. . FIN CONOUCTION FLUXE$ . . . FRICTION PRESSURE FLOW ACCELERATION_.... jUE _PRESSUR 
-YRE 
hEAT FLUX .....OX -- q DROP PRESSURE DROP -. NODE-I. NOD-J __ 
1 .1709SE ;o - -- 1 5E+ ........ 0. . . 0. 0.--- 0.- - -.-. ­

-2 - -. 2167E+04 _o_...z..121 bEt-01 ____ O. 0. 0 ...... 0.. . 
3 .2645E+O 0. -. 1215E+01 0. --- 0. 0. . ..-0. 
.3139E+04 0. -. 1215E+01 0. 0.. 0_. 0. 
-- .3663E+04 - ._ _ _.-_0 5. _-0-, . . .. O. I-.-.- .... 
6 .... .4217E+0 Q . 1..-215E++ 1-__L 0O. 0. - - - ­
7 .... .772E+04-P. ,.1-15E+O1 00____O. 0........ 0. ­...


9 - .56036+04 -0.- - -. i?15E+01 ... 0 ._. 0.......


10 .5903E.04 .0. ... __,1 SE +O_ 0. ., 0....... 

-.... .. -- 63 4bF+ 0tt. .,I 1E+01. 0, .0 . O,
. ...... . 0, "-..'__. 
12 - - .6686E+04 _O..... 0-1E+01.0. 0..... -0. 
 
13 .7015E+04 0. -. 1215E01 -0 . .. --... . 0 . .
.. ... I _.f 326i0O_{ ____ _-.lXtf'E*01 O,____ 0...O.. . . . .__. .. . . 
15 .76ZZE+04.O,. ..... . 0. .. C.. 0 .E+01.






_0__ V__E__P__ A LL11 IT LEJ.L 
 
- _ NOD AL P01 NT _ NYU I..__,o____ 
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= 70.0 , h = 0.0111 




Figure 15. Conduction in a simple fin (sample problem 4). 
INPUT DATA (SAMPLE PROBLEM 4)


FIN PROBLEM CHAPMAN TEXT PAGE 76, EAT NOVEMBER 14,1975 
13 I 0 1 0 1 
1 1 O 0.00 0.0 0 250. 
2 0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0. 
13 0 12.0 000 0.0 1 0. 
1 12 1 
1 0 2,75 
1 1 2 1 0 0-19635 0.0 1.5708 
0.0 0011111 70.0 
12 12 13 1 1 0.19635 0.0 15708 
0.0 0011111 70.0 
FIN PROBLEM - CHAPMAN TEXT PAGE 76, EAT NOVEMBER 1491975 
$OPTION 








NOTAT =1, KDISP =2,DMAGS=0,7, KODE =1, 
$ 
$PICT 









PROGRAM OUTPUT (SAMPLE PROBLEM 4)






NUMBER OF NODAL POINTS f 13 

NUMBER OF ELEMENT TYPES 1







ANALYSIS CODE(NANA) * 1


EO.0, DATA CHECK ONLY,








_ O___ N -.FL01T









I ERATION PARA MET______ 
_IAXIMU .ITER AT IDNS 6 
... _ _ILLERANCE 
 * 
. .000.F+00 









-Y. ..... .. -. TEMP.ERATURE --­
--1 ~______-ooo0.0.. 00 .OOo____o 
_.250.0o0 
---- 2 -- 0 
_ ,,0.00.___O,00 O.__ 0.9D0 0 ... 0.000 
--- __ -DATA__ I ao_o o o _ioooo-----. . . --
A htERATE_LQflDAL DATA 
NODE BOUNDARYCONDITIOICOOF NODAL-DOIUTC OORD IKATES---
N-01LER X Y Z---IN--. EPERATURE 
1-_­-.. ... . . ..... .. . .. 250.000 
..... O ,0& _____Q~D0_00.0.0.OOO 0.... 
- 3 . 0 - 2._000.0.-- -- 00__ _ O000 0.000 
S . .0 
____3.000 0,000 ------- 0.000 0.000 
5 0. .0 0000 . 0.000 





0 7 0.0 O0 _ 
---. . O- ... . 00 . .00... O O .0 00.0.. .... 000O 
10 0 9.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
-- 11 0 10.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
-3Aa013 
- 0.000, -0.000 0 0.000 
ONE DIMENSIONAL ROD ELEMENT 
NUMBER OF ROD ELEMENTS = 12 
NUMBER OF MATERIALS = 1 
MATERIA -- IiVITY CONDUCTIVITY 
TABLE K 


















.JIAT-MJ - . A..___. _. -J .--

......... 0.. .. ........ 

3 1 - .1964E+00 .0 -..... 

4 1 .1964E+00 0.... -0. 

I t 0 - -0 

6 1 .1964E+00 0. 0. 

7 1 .1964E+00 0. - 0. 

8 1..... 196 +00.0. .0 ... 

9 1 .1964E900 0. . 0... 

10 1 .1961E+00 0...... 0. 
- 11 - 1 . . ,1964t00 ,.... 0. ... 
-12 -1 .1964E+00 0. ...... 
13 1 .... 1944+00 0.. 0. . 
OK----CONVECUT1ON -DATA- -

EA -... ----- T - jJ. 

U.7*?OO 0+0_,llE-0L_,y oE±0z 
.1571t 01.. .11.I1E-01 __.7000Et0Z----_.1111E,01-..700+02 . 
.15711*01 _.II11E-O1 .7000E+02-.... 1IE-01 - .7000'-0. 
15714+01 .I11I E-01 .2 7000+02....1111E-01 .7000FO? ... 
lb71c+O! .111I-01 .7000E+02 -. 1111E-01 - .70009+02 .-. 
.1571E+01 .i111-01 .7000E+02 .112IE-01 - .7000+-02 -­
. 1571E+01...l1l1E-01 .7000C+32.I..lI1E-01 .7000P402_ -­
.1571E+01 .1111F-01 .7000E+02 -- .1111E-01 -. 7000E+02 .... 
.15?1 +01 .1111F-01 .7000E402 .11112-01 - .7000E+02-... 
15711t01...1It-O1 .7000e+02..1111=-01 .,7000E+02 
151101 ....-.. l111E-01 .7000E+02.. .1I1iE-01..70004E02 
1C01- .- 111E-01. .7000E+02 .iliE-01- .?OOOE+02 
SOLUTION PARAMETERS 
-TOTAL NUMBER OF EQUATIONS 
SEMI BANDWIDTH 
NUMBER OF EQUATIONS IN A BLOCK 









.NODE NO*­ -­ ,NO -- V.A LU E- A-O±JVALLL Q&LUE l±JALUK 0 ±A -VA LU Et 
1.--­ .250000E+03.*221J.99E+03 .197312E+3-177562EtQoz,16 137E+03 
- -6 
11 







O N E-DIMENSIONAL ROD ELEMENTS








1 .15551E+02 -. 28902E+01 

2 .12898E+02 -. 24304E+01 

3 .10664E+02 -. 20496E+01 

4 .87768E01 -. 17354E0+01 

5 .71746E+O1 -. 14776E+01 

6 ,58055E+01 -. 12679E+01 

7 .,46251E+O....-O1_7.093E+O1
8 .35950E+01 -. 96645E+00 
S____ o2 6 17E+01 -. 86501EAD0 
- - o .18556EOQL -.79168E+00 
11 .10898E+01 -.74408E+00 





.~JNODAL PO I NT_ N 
FORM &LEflENT STIFNE$SE. , 
___ FORM_ TOTAL STtFFNESS.o,..a .. 0_OC 
-IMPOSE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS.,. 
EQUATION. SOL VI NG........0,...._, ,01.. 
ELEMENT FLUXES,* ..... k. o. 
- T_ TA L S0GLUT IO-- E - ­
127 
- N RQBLE"M CHPPiA:I1N TEXT PlGE 7"'). E'[ NOV!E!iBR 14,1975


2 3 I 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 12 1. 
(a)Nodes Numbered. 
____ fl__..,L f f l S I-1 0 11 12 
(b)Elements Numbered. 
2 3 __ 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
(c)Exploded with Nodes Numbered. 
(d) Exploded with, Elements Numbered. 
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